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“The cow is the mother of the human race.  From the days of the ancient Hindoo to this time 
have the thoughts of men turned to this kindly and beneficent creature as one of the chief 
sustaining forces of human life.” (William Dempster Hoard) 

 
With this tribute from the founder of Hoard’s Dairyman begins the Foreword to the new Academic 
Press/Elsevier Science major reference work, the Encyclopedia of Dairy Sciences, billed as “the 
complete resource for researchers, students and practitioners involved in all aspects o f dairy science 
and related food science and technology areas.”  At a hefty 4 volumes and over 2,800 pages, it is hard 
to believe that much of consequence could have been omitted.  And, lest anyone be misled by the 
opening quote or the cow image on the front covers, the contribution of sheep, goats, camels, yaks, 
and other dairy animals to the nutrition of people around the world is not overlooked. 
  
Dairy science encompasses a broad spectrum of disciplines including animal husbandry, breeding and 
genetics, forage production, physiology, nutrition, waste management, food technology and process 
engineering, business management and product distribution, chemistry and biochemistry, veterinary 
medicine, microbiology and public health.  All of these components (and more) are addressed in the 
427 articles comprising this massive resource.  Most entries are lengthy (3,000 to 4,000 words), with 
cross-references to related entries and suggestions for further reading.  The articles—despite being 
authored by an impressive international cast of experts—are written, not for other experts, but for 
researchers, teachers, and students in academic institutions; dairy industry personnel, economic and 
nutritional policymakers; members of the media, etc.   Librarians, attempting to assist such users, will 
appreciate the fact that the entries are generally very clearly written, even when the topic is highly 
technical (e.g., “Flow Equipment,” “Heat Exchangers”).  The arrangement is alphabetical, with British 
spellings and terminology used (e.g., “Moulds in Dairy Products,” “Oestrus Cycles,” “Maize” vs. corn).  
See references are provided in the text (e.g., “Dairy Products in Human Nutrition” see “Nutritional 
Role of Dairy Products”); these, coupled with the extensive index at the end of the work and the 
Contents listings at the front of each volume, should suffice to efficiently direct most users to the 
proper entry.  There is no help, however, for the layperson seeing information on “Mad Cow 
Disease”—no See references in the text or index.  One must know the scientific term “bovine 
spongiform encephalopathy” and use the index to locate the brief passage buried in the entry 
“Pasteurization of Liquid Milk Products—Principles, Public Health Aspects—Uncommon and Emerging 
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Concerns.”  Given the widespread public awareness and concern surrounding this disease, however 
rare and exotic, one would expect more coverage in this otherwise exhaustive encyclopedia (foot-and-
mouth disease fares much better). Figures, tables, graphs, and photographs illustrate the text, most 
in black and white.  Some color plates are included in a special section in each volume, albeit a 
disappointingly few number—the black and white photos of cow foot diseases are ineffective and how 
much more interesting the entry on sheep breeds would have been with the addition of color 
illustrations similar to those provided for many of the cow and goat breeds!  A glossary of some 450 
selected key terms (criteria unknown) is also included, with entries ranging from the technical 
(Acrosome reaction) to the familiar (World Trade Organization). 
 
With the proliferation of niche encyclopedias, the declining use of print reference collections, and a 
decreasing library budget, one may wonder if this resource is worth the investment.  Those already 
owning both of the Academic Press publications, the Encyclopedia of Agricultural Science (1994) 
and the Encyclopedia of Food Sciences and Nutrition (2003), may presume this area to be 
covered; however, the full array of  “dairy” topics found in the Encyclopedia of Dairy Sciences is 
not addressed via these other two works.  Naturally, there is some “overlap” with the Encyclopedia 
of Food Sciences and Nutrition in the coverage of dairy products/processing—in at least one case 
(the entry for “Dutch-type Cheeses”), a passage appears almost verbatim in both works. For the most 
part, though, the shared entries are authored by different individuals, with a different slant.  The 
entries on “Cheese(s)” are a prime example: 

 
[Cheese] …is defined as the ripened or unripened soft or semi-hard, hard or extra -hard 
product, which may be coated, and in which the whey-protein:casein ratio does not exceed 
that of milk… (Encyclopedia of Food Sciences and Nutrition) 
 
Cheese is the generic name for a group of fermented dairy products, produced throughout the 
world in a great diversity of flavours, textures, and forms… (Encyclopedia of Dairy 
Sciences) 
  

The simplicity and clarity of the latter definition somehow seems appropriate for such a natural food 
product that has been enjoyed by people around the world for centuries.  Throughout these many 
centuries, a significant amount of knowledge has been accrued concerning milk production and 
products.  That knowledge has been collected and distilled in the Encyclopedia of Dairy Sciences, a 
major reference work covering dairy sciences from “paddock to plate.”  It is a worthy endeavor and a 
worthwhile addition to any collection serving dairy and food science students, teachers, researchers 
and/or practitioners.  Highly recommended.    
 
Agriculture—Animal Culture—Horses 
 
2767.  Horse in the Ancient World, by Ann Hyland.  Westport, CT, Praeger/Greenwood, 2003.  
210p., illus., bibliog., index.  ISBN 0-275-98114-2.  $44.95.  LC Call no.: SF284.M628H96 2003. 
 
Subjects: Horses—Middle East—History; Horses—History. 
 
Reviewer: Lin Otterson, Bibliographer, YBP Library Services, lotterson@ybp.com  
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The author of this book is experienced as a horse breeder and trainer, as well as a writer.  She is 
knowledgeable in the subject of horses in history, and has written other books on this topic.  The 
Horse in the Ancient World illustrates the importance of the horse in history during the period of 
time between 2300 and 300 BC.  It covers the impact of the horse as part of the development of 
major civilizations such as Mesopotamia, Egypt, Assyria, Persia, Greece and Macedonia.   
 
In addition to historical information about the early civilizations of this time period, methods of 
training, care and control of horses are discussed.  These methods of control ranged from crude, such 
as nose rings, to more sophisticated bridles and bits.  In some instances, muzzles were used on the 
horses, to prevent them from biting their handlers, fighting with other horses, or from opening their 
mouth to evade the bit while under saddle.  The evolution of ancient tack, saddles and bits are also 
explained.  
 
When they were first used for war, horses were yoked to a chariot.  Many years later, as care, 
breeding and handling gradually improved, horses were ridden into battle by the cavalry of Alexander 
the Great.  Early horse breeding resulted in specific equine strains in some areas.   
 
Acquisition of horses occurred in several ways.  Choosing and training warhorses in ancient times 
included some of the same criteria by which we chose performance horses today: soundness, sex, 
conformation and speed.     
 
Some interesting information on horse health and disease is presented, and includes facts on 
diseases, parasites, lameness, and dehydration.  Also described are war-related injuries, such as 
fractured bones, slash and puncture wounds, heatstroke and exhaustion.  Different approaches to 
horse care, including feeding and watering, bathing and blanketing of horses are discussed. 
 
Written to educate as well as entertain, the book also includes maps and lists of rulers for the time 
periods covered.  Illustrations throughout the book are well-labeled.  Where copies of ancient 
drawings and photographs of sculptures are used, riding technique and equine conformation are 
discussed.  There is also a labeled diagram of the horse in the front of the book that can be referred 
to.  Glossary, notes, bibliography, and a general index followed by a separate index of horse related 
subjects are included. 
 
Recommended for anyone interested in the role of the horse in ancient history. 
 
Agriculture—Plant Sciences 
 
2768.  Encyclopedia of Soil Science, edited by Rattan Lal.  New York, NY, Marcel Dekker, 2002.  
1,476p., illus., bibliog., index.  ISBN 0-8243-0634-X.  $250.00.  LC Call no.: S592.E53 2002. 
 
Subjects:  Soil Science—Encyclopedias. 
 
428 contributors. 
 
Reviewer: LeRoy J. LaFleur, Social Sciences Bibliographer, Cornell University Albert R. Mann Library, 
ljl26@cornell.edu  
 
No Table of Contents. 
 
Edited by Professor Rattan Lal, of Ohio State University, the Encyclopedia of Soil Science is a 
comprehensive reference work covering most aspects research within the field.  At 1,476 pages, this 
volume contains an alphabetical listing of entries that represent the spectrum of soil science from 
environmental, agricultural, biological and geological perspectives.  The encyclopedia consists of 
approximately 350 subject entries written by a diverse group of over 400 international authors who 
present the material in a detailed yet very accessible manner.  Beginning with the first entry, Acid 
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Mine Drainage, most sections of the book range from 3-4 pages in, length including graphics and 
bibliographic citations.  Front matter in the text contains both a brief and full table of contents, lists of 
topical editors and contributors, and a preface written by the editor.  At the end, the encyclopedia 
contains a complete index of relevant terms with article entry headings liste d in bold.  This first edition 
of the Encyclopedia of Soil Science serves to bring together the body of research interests 
pertaining to soil sciences and as such, would function as a valuable reference tool in any collection 
designed to meet the needs of related researchers.  Furthermore, Dekker has also created an 
electronic version of the print encyclopedia, which allows for full-text keyword searching and access. 
 
Astronomy 
 
2769.  Celestial Objects for Modern Telescopes, by Michael A. Covington.  New York, NY, 
Cambridge University Press, 2002.  268p., illus., bibliog., index. (Practical Amateur Astronomy, v. 2).  
ISBN 0-521-52419-9.  $30.00.  LC Call no.: QB63.C7 2002. 
 
Subjects: Astronomy—Observers’ Manuals; Astronomical Instruments. 
 
Reviewer: Susan C lark, Science Help Desk Coordinator, Miami University Brill Science Library, 
sclark@lib.muohio.edu  
 
Table of Contents: 
Part 1. Amateur Astronomy 

1. Using This Book Effectively 3 
2. Observing Sites and Conditions 6 
3. The Moon, the Sun, and Eclipses 23 
4. The Planets 42 
5. Comets, Asteroids (Minor Planets), and Artificial Satellites 62 
6. Constellations 80 
7. Stars—Identification, Nomenclature, and Maps 87 
8. Stars—Physical Properties 112 
9. Double and Multiple Stars 123 
10. Variable Stars 132 
11. Clusters, Nebulae, and Galaxies 144 

Part 2. 200 Interesting Stars and Deep-Sky Objects 
12. How These Objects Were Chosen 167 
13. The January-February Sky (R.A. 6h-10h) 171 
14. The March-April Sky (R.A. 10h-14h) 183 
15. The May-June Sky (R.A. 14h-18h) 197 
16. The July-August Sky (R.A. 18h-22h) 205 
17. The September-October Sky (R.A. 22h-2h) 223 
18. The November-December Sky (R.A. 2h-6h) 235 

Appendices: 
A. Converting Decimal Minutes to Seconds 248 
B. Precession from 1950 to 2000 249 
C. Julian Date, 2001-2015 252 

Index 255 
 
Celestial Objects for Modern Telescopes is filled with practical advice for the amateur astronomer.  
It covers everything from weather conditions and finding a site to how best to observe the moon, 
planets, stars and other heavenly phenomena.  Basic information is given, but newer approaches to 
studying the night sky are also discussed.  Satellite observing, astronomical databases, and 
computerized telescopes are among the topics covered.  This book will appeal most to astronomers 
with more-traditional equipment.  It was written to complement the author’s other recent book, How 
to Use a Computerized Telescope (Practical Amateur Astronomy. v.1), but could easily be used 
independently of it. 
                                                
Besides presenting complex information in a readable manner, this book is laudable because it 
attempts to “break away from the present-day tendency to equate deep-sky observing with star-
hopping to the faintest possible nebulae and galaxies.”  Accordingly, the author, Michael A. Covington, 
focuses largely on objects that are visible with an 8 -inch telescope under suburban conditions.  Part II 
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of the book identifies 200 such objects, grouping them into periods when they are highest in the sky. 
Certainly novice astronomers can benefit from this type of guidance.  The author himself has been an 
amateur astronomer since the age of twelve.  With degrees in linguistics from both Cambridge and 
Yale, Covington’s “real” job is doing research on computer processing of human languages at the 
University of Georgia, but he has also developed a successful second career as an author.  Thus far he 
has written nine books, of which several are aimed at the amateur astronomer. 
 
The book is well illustrated, with black-and-white photos, line drawings, and diagrams. Tables are 
found throughout the book.  In addition, there are three appendices and a comprehensive index. 
                                                                                               
This book is highly recommended for all public, college and university libraries.  The modest price 
would also make it an attractive purchase for private collections as well. 
 
2770.  Mars Observer’s Guide, by Neil Bone.  Buffalo, NY, Firefly Book, 2003.  160p., illus. (part in 
color), bibliog., index.  ISBN 1-55297-802-8.  $14.95.  LC Call no.: TL799.M3866 2003. 
 
Subjects: Mars (Planet)—Exploration; Mars (Planet)—Observations. 
 
Reviewer: Peggy Dominy, Information Services Librarian—Mathematics and Sciences, Drexel 
University Hagerty Library, dominymf@drexel.edu  
 
Table of Contents: 

1. Observing the Red Planet 8 
2. Mars as a Planet 18 
3. Equipment Basics 39 
4. the View from Earth 64 
5. Mars in 2003 82 
6. Mars in 2005 92 
7. Mars in 2007-8 100 
8. Early Explorers 107 
9. Space Age Mars 121 
10. Life on Mars 138 

Glossary 148 
Appendix 154 
Index 156 
 
In this year of the closest approach of Mars to Earth in 60,000 years, it is timely that Mars, 
Observer’s Guide by Neil Bone, is now available.  This compact book is chock full of information 
about Mars.  It starts out with a few pages devoted to the mythology, visual and instrumental 
observations, geology and other planetary information about the planet.  This is followed by an 
extensive discussion of instrumentation.  The focus is on telescopes and camera equipment generally 
available to amateur astronomers.  Bone follows this with a chapter on what the observer might 
expect to see.  This is particularly perceptive on the part of Bone.  It would, otherwise, be acutely 
disappointing to an observer expecting to see images similar to those of NASA’s orbiters.  Although we 
can see, telescopically, more “detail” on the surface of Mars than on any other planet in our system, 
the images are composed of shades and shadow-like features.  Following this, Bone provides 
ephemerides (positions in the sky) of Mars through 2008, making this guide quite useful for the next 
five years.   
 
Mars, being one of five planets visible to the unaided eye, has been the subject of some interesting 
speculations by early observers, complemented by a host of science fiction writers.  Here, Bone 
touches on some of these very interesting characters and how their speculation fueled a whole genre 
of literature. 
 
The guide’s final chapter deals with the current and future Mars exploration missions nicely illustrated 
with Mars images and conceptual graphics.  A glossary and index concludes the guide.  Intended for 
the amateur astronomer with some experience, but aside from the equipment and viewing chapters, 
would be suitable for the casual observer.  Indeed, the chapters on the history and planetary 
information would be suitable for any interested reader, high school age and above.  This guide would 
be most appropriate for high school and public library collections.   
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Biology 
 
2771.  Introduction to Biophotonics, by Paras N. Prasad.  New York, NY, Wiley-Interscience, 2003.  
593p., illus., bibliog., index.  ISBN 0-471-28770-9.  $99.95.  LC Call no.: QH515.P73 2003. 
 
Subjects: Photobiology; Photonics; Biosensors; Nanotechnology. 
 
Reviewer: Leilani A. Hall, Science and Technology Librarian, California State University, Sacramento 
Library, leilani@csus.edu  
 
Table of Contents: 

1. Introduction 1 
2. Fundamentals of Light and Matter 11 
3. Basics of Biology 50 
4. Fundamentals of Light-Matter Interactions 92 
5. Principles of Lasers, Current Laser Technology, and Nonlinear Optics 129 
6. Photobiology 159 
7. Bioimaging: Principles and Techniques 203 
8. Bioimaging: Applications 255 
9. Optical Biosensors 311 
10. Microarray Technology for Genomics and Proteomics 357 
11. Flow Cytometry 390 
12. Light-Activated Therapy 433 
13. Tissue Engineering with Light 464 
14. Laser Tweezers and Laser Scissors 482 
15. Nanotechnology for Biophotonics 520 
16. Biomaterials for Photonics 545 

Index 573 
 
Photonics uses protons instead of electrons to transmit, process, and store information as a light 
based technology. Biophotonics is the interaction between light and biology, showing great promise in 
medicine. This book focuses on health care benefits such as bioimaging, optical diagnosis, light-guided 
or activated therapies, and light based devices such as lasers. A multidisciplinary approach to this 
emerging technology will create research opportunities for chemists, physicists, engineers, biomedical 
researchers, and clinicians.  The first six chapters cover the fundamentals and the following chapters 
deal with applications. Each chapter starts with an introduction and ends with bulleted highlights and 
references. There are many tables, line drawings, and some color photographs. It is well indexed. The 
author intended the readership to be researchers, newcomers, and educators. This book would be a 
good addition to a library serving researchers and graduate students in any of the above -mentioned 
fields as well as a science and technology undergraduate library.  
 
Biology—Statistics 
 
2772.  Choosing and Using Statistics: A Biologist’s Guide, 2nd edition by Calvin Dytham.  
Malden, MA, Blackwell Science, 2003.  248p., illus., bibliog., index.  ISBN 1-40510-243-8.  $49.95.  
LC Call no.: QH323.5.D98 2003. 
 
Subjects: Biometry. 
 
Reviewer: Margaret Henderson, Consultant, marghend@optonline.net  
 
Table of Contents: 

1. Eight Steps to Successful Data Analysis 1 
2. The Basics 2 
3. Choosing a Test: A Key 7 
4. Hypothesis Testing, Sampling and Experimental Design 22 
5. Statistics, Variables and Distributions 30 
6. Descriptive and Presentational Techniques 46 
7. The Tests1: Tests to Look at Differences 66 
8. The Tests 2: Tests to Look at Relationships 165 
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9. The Tests 3: Tests for Data Exploration 200 
10. Symbols and Letters Used in Statistics 216 
11. Glossary 219 
12. Assumptions of the Tests 234 
13. Hints and Tips 237 
14. A Table of Statistical Tests 241 

Index 243 
 
The necessity of statistics to validate experimental data make it the one area that permeates all 
disciplines. The need for mathematics in statistics seems to make it a fearsome subject for many 
people. The varied backgrounds of students who need to learn and use statistics leads to numerous 
statistics books, all purporting to be easy for the beginner.  I learned statistics with the first edition of 
Jerrold H. Zar’s Biostatistical Analysis, (4th edition, Prentice Hall, 1999), which was used in a 
thorough course in our biology department.  We not only had to use the formulae, we had to 
understand them.  Like many tools in the biomedical sciences, it is no longer necessary to understand 
what you are using; you just have to be able to use it.  Which I think accounts for the much shorter 
statistics books that are produced.  I am not saying they are bad; they just do not stress a deeper 
understanding of statistics. 
 
That said, Dytham’s book does seem to be one of the better new statistics books.  Dythan, a Senior 
Lecturer in the Dept. of Biology, University of York, UK, stresses experimental design and basics like 
hypothesis formation, rather than a thorough understanding of exactly how statistical formula work.  
The book is written for beginners with everything being clearly explained before going on to more 
complex analysis.  The unique and useful part of this book is the key that allows you to choose the 
correct test for your data.  Starting with a question about whether you are testing a hypothesis (with a 
null hypothesis) or you just want to present data, all the way to finding cause and effect relationships, 
this key will lead to the best test (or tests) for your experiment. 
                                                              
Figures and tables are used throughout the book, and ideas for presenting data are given.  
Instructions for using SPSS, MINITAB, and Excel are  given when applicable. As mentioned above, Zar 
explains all the tests.  But if that is not required, this is an excellent book for any biology student.                   
 
Biotechnology 
 
2773.  Pocket Guide to Biotechnology and Genetic Engineering, by Rolf D. Schmid, color plates 
by Ruth Hammelehle.  New York, NY, Wiley-VCH, 2003.  350p., color illus., bibliog., index.  ISBN 3-
527-30895-4.  $45.00.  LC Call no.: TP248.2 2003. 
 
Subjects: Biotechnology; Genetic Engineering. 
 
Reviewer: Janet Hughes, biological Sciences Librarian, Pennsylvania State University Library, 
jah@psulias.psu.edu  
 
Table of Contents: 
Historical Survey 2 
Food Biotechnology 6 
Antibiotics 34 
Specialties 54 
Enzymes 68 
Bakers’ Yeast and Single Cell Technologies 100 
Biotechnology and Environmental Processes 104 
Medical Biotechnology 114 
Agricultural Biotechnology 154 
Microbiological Fundamentals 176 
Bioengineering Fundamentals 194 
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The topic of biotechnology is vast, with many separate aspects that have entire volumes written about 
them. There are several multi-volume encyclopedias devoted to the subject, and even these are not 
comprehensive. Nonetheless, the author, the director of the Institute for Technical Biochemistry at the 
University of Stuttgart, Germany, felt a need to provide a succinct unifying view of biotechnology. By 
organizing the topics into modules, concentrating on the essentials of each topic, and putting each 
topic into a wider perspective, the author intends to give biology/biochemistry/biotechnology students 
looking for a survey of biotechnology a place to begin their studies. For this purpose, it works well. 
 
This pocket guide, which is an updated and enlarged translation of the 2002 German version 
(Taschenatlas der Biotechnologie und Genentechnik ISBN 3527308652) with three new topics 
added, covers the entire gamut of topics in biotechnology. It touches on both the practical and the 
theoretical aspects of biotechnology. When discussing bioproducts, it often mentions the economic 
significance of such products. In the section on techniques, it discusses the basic fundamentals and 
theory of the techniques used in modern biotechnology. It also briefly discusses recent trends, and 
issues of safety and bioethics. 
 
The book is arranged into four main sections, although these are not clearly delineated. The book 
starts with a brief historical survey, followed by a large section on bioproducts, a shorter section on 
fundamental techniques and then a brief section on other issues such as safety and ethics. Within 
these sections, topics are grouped into modules, with the number of individual topics within each 
modules ranging from two, in the baker’s yeast module, to twenty topics, in the medical biotechnology 
module. Within the modules, topics are arranged logically and somewhat chronologically. Progression 
through the book takes the reader from fermented foods, for which humans first used biotechnology, 
through to recent trends, such as proteomics. Each topic is given one page of text and one page of 
illustrations, graphs, tables and/or charts. Color is used frequently for navigation and to enhance the 
illustrations. The entries are succinct, logically organized and readable. However, the terminology is 
not meant for laypersons. Also, although the topics are organized as modules, a beginner who tries to 
read just one module in the middle of the book would have to use the index extensively because 
terms that are defined and discussed elsewhere are used throughout the text. Thankfully, the index is 
comprehensive and logical. The book ends with a huge list of references such that readers can use this 
book as a launching point for deeper studies in s pecific areas. 
 
For researchers needing in-depth coverage or long explanations of topics, this book is not suitable. 
The book is meant to give students a birds-eye view of biotechnology, and to act as a launching pad 
for further study. For this purpose, and to act as a quick reference source, it is recommended for all 
libraries. 
 
Botany—Trees 
 
2774.  Tree Bark: A Color Guide, by Hugues Vaucher, translated and edited by James E. 
Eckenwalder.  Portland, OR, Timber Press, 2003.  260p., color illus., bibliog., index.  ISBN 0-88192-
576-4.  $39.95.  LC Call no.: QK648.V3913 2003. 
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Tree Bark:  A Color Guide is a magnificent pictorial work.  It has been translated, revised, and 
enlarged from Guide des ecorces, published in French which was originally published in German in 
1990 as Baumrinden.  This 2003 English translation has been expanded to include more than 440 
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species and varieties of trees from around the world. Tropical trees, subtropical trees, and trees from 
the Southern Hemisphere have been added to this edition to make this a truly comprehensive treatise.  
It stands alone as the definitive work on international tree barks. 
 
Over time, bark has been much less studied than has wood in all its infinite varieties.  Bark is essential 
for the protection of trees and is transformed by the growth of the trunk over time.  One accurate and 
scientific method of identifying tree species is by their bark. To the untrained eye, most tree bark will 
appear homogenous and monotonous.  After perusing Tree Bark:  A Color Guide, one’s perceptions 
of the infinite varieties of tree bark will be forever altered. For example, even in winter, birch trees are 
readily recognizable by their unusual bark, which resembles parchment.  On page two of this book is a 
stunning color photograph of paper birch taken in Belgium’s Kalmthout Arboretum which presents a 
close up view of the diverse colors, patterns, and textures found on the tree trunk of just one 
individual birch tree.       
 
Over 550 color photographs of tree bark are the focal point of this scientific treatise.  The textures of 
the barks practically jump off the page as it were, attesting to the high quality of the photographs 
chosen for inclusion.  Excellent examples of tree barks are seen especially in that of shagbark hickory, 
which appears to be peeling but is not, the silk floss tree which looks as if it is sprouting mushrooms, 
the Siberian red osier which resembles rhubarb stalks, and the South African red-hot poker tree which 
appears to have the texture of elephant skin.  The bark of the mock privet or Phillyrea latifolia is 
indescribable (see page 165).  Every photograph in this book is a visual delight. 
 
The practical uses of bark are astounding.  Bark is used as a source of energy, a substitute for peat, a 
raw material for making particleboard, as additives for soils that are poor in humus and as extractives 
for phytomedicines.  Pulverized bark has been made into bedding for domesticated animals and is 
used as a mulch to maintain humidity for plants that are sensitive to excessive sunlight.  Bark is used 
also to filter the odors from biological toilets and to absorb the odor of manure in animal pens.  
Indeed, there is an entire group of barks that are used as spices and incense.  Cinnamon and 
sandalwood are two prime examples of these.   
 
Cork oak is virtually without parallel among trees. The bark of the cork oak is the only bark that is 
exploited industrially.  Cork is a raw material whose properties are nearly impossible to duplicate 
artificially.  Portugal is the largest cultivator of cork oak and provides fifty percent of the world’s 
production. Although its most familiar use is as stoppers (corks) for wine and champagne bottles, the 
largest volume of cork consumed by industry actually goes into the manufacture of cork aggregate 
soundproofing panels and cork tiles used as flooring in private residences and commercial and public 
buildings. 
 
In addition to the glorious photographs in this book, which could stand alone, Tree Bark:  A Color 
Guide addresses types of barks, the formation, structure, function, and physical properties of bark, 
and the ethnobotany of bark.  A glossary w ith succinct definitions of scientific and botanical 
terminology, a two-page bibliography spanning monographic publications about tree bark from 1882-
1999, and a thorough index complement and complete this publication. 
 
Tree Bark:  A Color Guide is highly recommended without reservations for all academic library 
collections.  At $39.95 retail, it is an affordable choice for public library collections as well.  This book 
has no competitors with respect to price or to content.  It is the definitive guide to a  largely neglected, 
overlooked, and undervalued area of tree physiology.  Timber Press is to be congratulated for 
publishing such a high quality gorgeous book at an affordable price.  It was a pleasure and a privilege 
to review this book.   
 
Chemistry 
 
2775.  Synthesis, Functionalization and Surface Treatment of Nanoparticles, edited by Marie-
Isabelle Baraton.  Stevenson Ranch, CA, American Scientific Publishers, 2003.  302p., illus., bibliog., 
index.  ISBN 1-58883-009-8.  $399.00.  LC Call no.: QD506.S986 2003. 
 
Subjects: Nanoparticles; Surface Chemistry. 
 
35 contributors. 
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Controlling and modifying of the surface chemical composition at the nanometer scale in order to 
produce devices with assigned functions is a critical issue in the emerging field—nanotechnology. This 
one volume publication presents novel approaches to synthesis, functionalization and surface 
treatment utilized to enhance performance of nanoparticles. The handbook covers the latest synthetic 
techniques for producing metals, alloys, oxides, and polymers nanoparticles. It describes in detail the 
current and perspective applications of functionalized nanoparticles such as photocatalysis, drug 
delivery, chemical gas sensors, bioprobes fluorescent markers, pigments, and LEDs. And it describes 
the functionalization of titanium dioxide nanopowders for targeted applications in pigments, gas 
sensors and photocatalysis.  
 
The volume consists of thirteen review chapters written by world- renowned experts from leading 
institutions. Each chapter is organized in a consistent way. It includes an introduction to a topic, main 
discussion in several sections, conclusions (or future directions, or challenging issues), 
acknowledgments, and references. The following is a brief summary of individual chapters, based on 
the excellent Preface to the publication written by Dr. Baraton, who emphasized the key features of 
this highly specialized subject. 
  
The first chapter, “Nanoparticles from Mechanical Attrition,” discusses the formation of nanoparticles 
using mechanical alloying. The fundamental principles of milling, attrition devices, and the 
characteristics of the resulting materials (metals, ceramics, and polymers) are described. The 
mechanical attrition method is widely used to produce large quantities of nanoparticles and 
nanocrystalline structures. The specifics of this method which can be viewed as a “top-down” process, 
compared with the self-assembly or templating processes (often referred to as “bottom-up” 
approaches) are discussed. 
 
The next chapter, “Electrochemical Synthesis of Metallic Nanopowders,” describes an original synthetic 
technique, which is being implanted in a semi-pilot industrial unit. The “ electopulse” technique 
combines high current density electrochemistry with the mechanical effects of high power ultrasound. 
After a review of the fundamental advances in electrochemical nucleation and electrochemical 
preparation of nanopowders, the production technique is explained. Examples of metals, alloys, 
oxides, and polymer nanopowders electrodeposition from aqueous, organic or mixed electrolytes are 
presented.  
   
Then, chapter 3 reviews the recent advances in the sol-gel technique, which is recognized as one of 
the most versatile and cost-effective processes for production of nanomaterials in various shapes and 
forms. The synthesis of semiconductor quantum dots (size below 10 nm), nanocrystalline ceramics, 
and oxide nanoparticles is explained. Selected polymers to be used as surfactants are evaluated. The 
specific conditions for synthesis of sulfide nanoparticles (copper, gold, and silver) are also described. 
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The following chapter talks about the self –assembly “bottom-up” approach. The critical role of 
surfactants in molecules self-assembly is discussed along with the two kinds of surfactants structures, 
namely micelles and reverse micelles. The synthesis of semiconductor cadmium sulfide nanoparticles 
utilizing reverse micelles is detailed.   
 
Chapter 5 explains the functionalization of nanoparticles via bonding chemical groups onto their 
surface. In the first part it summarizes the challenges in preparing chemically and thermally stable 
materials, including a survey on synthetic and post-synthetic modification and ligand exchange of gold 
nanoparticles. The relative benefits of each synthetic method for targeted applications are evaluated.  
In the last part, it describes chemical methods for organizing nanoparticles into prescribed 
arrangements, of gold nanoparticles in solution and on surface in particular.   
 
The discussion on surface functionalization of metal oxide nanoparticles with organic molecules is 
followed in chapter 6. Two approaches are presented here. In the “post-synthesis modification”, the 
organic groups are grafted onto the preformed particles or cluster, whereas in the “in-situ 
functionalization”, the organic groups are introduced during the synthesis.  
 
Chapter 7 is devoted to polymer metal nanocluster composites. It investigates of the fundamental 
aspects of nucleation and growth of metal clusters whose particle size is controlled via polymer 
adsorption. Controlling of the metal particle size and the properties of the resulting nanocomposite is 
possible by proper choice of the polymer, the metal precursor and the experimental conditions. The 
mathematical theory of the coagulation- fragmentation model is used for the understanding of the 
process of metallic cluster growth inside the polymer matrix.  
 
The next two chapters focus on titanium dioxide. Chapter 8 reviews synthetic methods, 
functionalization, characteristics, and industrial applications of titanium dioxide powders. 
Photoelectrochemical cells and electrochemical gas sensors  – common applications of nanocrystalline 
titanium dioxide- are discussed. Chapter 9 discusses titanium dioxide- assisted photocatalysts. It 
starts with an overview on colloidal semiconductors and the basic mechanisms of semiconductor – 
assisted photocatalysis, and it continues with discussion on surface modifications of titanium dioxide- 
nanoparticles for selective removal of organic pollutants or heavy metals, for nanolithographic 
applications, and for improvement of optical properties. 
 
Then, chapter 10 is devoted to the surface chemistry of silicon. In the first part, a new class of 
ultrastable, ultrabright, and safe fluorescent tags is presented. The progress in the area of controlled 
modification of hydrogen- passibated flat and porous silicon surfaces is reviewed along with the recent 
results on the functionalization of silicon nanoparticles. The consequences of the surface 
functionalization on the optical properties of the silicon nanoparticles are evaluated. The chapter 
concludes with an overview on the recent advances in nanocomputation.  
 
The next chapter, “Surface-Engineered Nanoparticles as Drug Carriers,” describes strategies to coat 
nanoparticles with polymers in order to bypass the normal physiological defense processes of the 
organism (“stealth” nanoparticles), to encapsulate drugs and release them using ”stealth” 
nanospheres. The surface physico- chemical properties of the nanoparticles are discussed in relation 
with the fate of intravenously administered carriers. Interaction of nanoparticles with blood, grafting of 
poly(ethylene glycol) and of other possible candidates for nanoparticles surface - engineering are 
reviewed. Potential use of coated nanoparticles as drug reservoirs and passive targeting are envisaged 
for therapeutic applications. 
 
Chapter 12 reviews various characterization methods of the interface between the nanoparticles and 
their surrounding milieu such as atmosphere, polymer, or solvent. The different types of interaction 
between solid surface and liquid phase are described. The effects of the particle diameter on the 
surface structure and interaction, and the role of a polymer dispersant on repulsion and adhesion 
forces are analyzed on the examples of silica and aluminum. 
  
The last chapter reviews of the current knowledge on dielectric properties on nanoparticles. Linear and 
nonlinear materials are considered, as well as homogeneous and inhomogeneous systems such as 
nanoporous materials and nanocomposites. The case of core- shell dielectric particles is highlighted 
and it is explained how the dielectric properties of such core - shell particles can be varied over a wide 
range of changing the chemical composition and the size of the shell relative to core.   
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The discussion is supplemented throughout the volume by many figures, equations, tables and 
images. Two color plates on the last page are inserted for chapter 10. A reference list for individual 
chapters ranges from 45 (ch12) to 204 citations (ch11), with extensive lists of 179 citations (ch10), 
154 (ch2), 151 (ch7), 142 (ch13) & 140 (ch5).   
   
There is no question on the authority of this professional publication. With the contributions from 
thirty- five experts from many countries such as: Austria  (2), France (5), USA (23), Japan (2), 
Germany (1), Israel (1) and Belgium (1), the handbook was edited by Dr. Marie- Isabelle Baraton, a 
senior scientist in the Department of Ceramics at the University of Limoges, France. Dr. Baraton has 
authored over 100 papers, book chapters and edited two other books: Surface - Controlled 
Nanoscale Materials for High Added Value Applications (Materials Research Society, 1998), and 
Functional Gradient Material and Surface Layers Prepared by Fine Particles Technology 
(Kluwer Academic Publishers, 2001). She serves on the editorial boards of Journal of Nanoscience 
and Nanotechnology, Journal of Nanoparticle Research, and Reviews on Advanced Materials 
Science.  
 
The publication would be a valuable information resource for advanced graduate students, professors, 
researchers and specialists working in the multidisciplinary fields related to nanoparticle technology. 
Perhaps the book is too expensive ($399.00) for personal and small library collections, but would be 
affordable by large academic, government and research libraries. 
 
Engineering—Building 
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The International Conference on Advances in Structures: Steel, Concrete, Composite and Aluminum 
was organized to highlight current research in the areas of composite design, fire engineering, light 
gauge construction, advanced structural analysis, and concrete filled tubes.  In 2003, the associations 
that sponsor two separate conferences: the International Conference on Steel and Aluminum 
Structures (ICSAS) and the International Conference on Steel and Composite Structures (ASCCS), 
decided to join resources to attract experts in these areas from around the world.  Papers published in 
the proceedings were refereed by an international panel of experts.  Most of the papers, which 
average six pages in length, concern research being performed outside the U.S. 
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The production quality of this two-volume set is exceptional, featuring crisp illustrations, figures, and 
photographs.  An author index, but no subject index, is included.  However, intellectual and physical 
access to the papers are limited.  Papers from the proceedings were found only in OCLC’s Papers 
First database.   The proceedings are also not widely held, as a search in OCLC shows only a couple of 
holdings in the U.S. and one holding library in Europe.  For these reasons, this title is recommended 
only for the largest academic libraries that serve strong civil and structural e ngineering departments.   
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Mazzolani.  Exton, PA, A.A. Balkema/Swets & Zeitlinger, 2003.  854p., illus., bibliog., index. 
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This fourth edition of STESSA containing the proceedings of the 2003 conference of the already 
established International Specialty Conference entirely devoted to the behavior of steel structures in 
seismic areas demonstrates that over nearly a decade that there is serious interest in this subject 
area.  As the preface indicates, “Until now, many lessons have been learned from the last dramatic 
earthquakes, which seriously compromised the ideal image of steel as a perfect material for seismic-
resistant structures.  It is now the right moment to critically analyze these results and to modify 
accordingly the numerous shortcomings in the interpretation of the behaviour of material and joints 
under exceptional loadings.”  The conference represents papers from 20 countries.  Again, a 
comprehensive overview of the leading developments in the field of seismic resistant steel structures, 
several chapters stand out as containing some new and unique content that seismic researchers, civil 
engineers, material scientists and planners will want to seriously review.  The chapters corresponding 
to material and member behaviour, connections and codification, design and applications offer 
specialists in this field the latest thinking and practical solutions to some of the major dilemmas facing 
design and building to withstand seismic conditions. 
 
STESSA, held every three years appears to bring together the international community of researchers 
who work in Steel and design large scale products such as bridges and industrial structures that are 
resistant to seismic catastrophes.  The papers reflect upon past failures and problems, suggest 
corrections and solutions to building design, materials, codes, framing and other critical control 
factors.   
 
The papers where necessary offer some illustrative support with graphs and diagrams and short lists 
of bibliographic references.  As is common with many international meetings, the papers were 
collected several months prior to the conference and no real sense of the conference is conveyed.  The 
shortcoming in this volume of conference proceedings is that affiliation of the authors is noted, but no 
email addresses or contact information is furnished, making communication with authors very difficult.  
A list of author affiliations and addresses would be helpful.  Most libraries at academic institutions 
where the study of earthquakes and engineering are of interest will find this contribution of papers 
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required in its collection.  One assumes that the next conference to be held in 2006 will attract as 
large a number of interesting papers in this field. 
 
Engineering—Chemical 
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Since invention of synthetic zeolites, adsorption became a key separations tool in the chemical, 
petrochemical, and pharmaceutical industries.  Adsortion might also play an important role in several 
future energy and environmental technologies, including hydrogen storage, CO removal for fuel cell 
technology, desulfurization of transportation fuels and technologies for meeting higher standards on 
air and water pollutants.  Current research interests concentrate on development of new sorbents 
from new nanoporous materials like mesoporous molecular sieves, zeolites, pillared clays, sol-gel 
derived metal oxides, and from new carbon materials like carbon molecular sieves, super-activated 
carbon, carbon nanotubes, and graphites nanofibers in hope for solving some of these energy and 
environmental problems. 
 
Absorbents: Fundamentals and Applications is a comprehensive source for all currently 
commercially available, and new sorbent materials.  After introductory remarks, the book describes 
how to calculate the basic forces or potentials for adsorption, and how to select sorbents.  Chapter 4 
describes pore size distribution models, and the extensive chapter 5 describes the most widely used 
sorbent, namely activated carbon.  Chapter 6 discusses silica gel, and activated alumina, commonly 
used desiccants.   
 
Chapter 7 talks about zeolites, and molecular sieves, and chapter 8 describes recently developed Π-
complexation sorbents and their applications.  Chapter 9 describes some new, not yet commercially 
available sorbents called carbon nanotubes and pillared clays.  It also describes polymeric resins, 
which have been used commercially for adsorption and ion exchange.  The last chapter describes the 
best sorbents available for particular separations, and discusses also the future sorbents 
requirements.  The separations considered are air separation, hydrogen purification, hydrogen 
storage, methane storage, olefin/paraffin separations, nitrogen/methane separation, desulfurization of 
transportation fuels, removal of aromatics from fuels, and nitrogen oxides removal. 
 
Each chapter is well referenced and often includes a list of good review references.  The book is 
written and edited well, and includes good author and subject indices.  Recommended for all academic 
libraries serving chemical engineering departments as an excellent overview of this important 
technology, and as an excellent reference for companies specializing or using sorbents. 
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Engineering—Civil 
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$189.95.  LC Call no.: TA654.6.E374 2003. 
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36 contributors. 
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Dr. Chen is a Dean of the College of Engineering at the University of Hawaii and Dr. Scawthorn is a 
Senior Vice President of a consulting engineering firm.  This gives them different approaches to the 
subject and makes for a balanced book.  Practical knowledge along with a research orientation gives 
readers the theory as well as the application. 
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In the Introduction there is a table of Selected Earthquakes Since 1900 (Fatalities Greater than 
1,000).  The table provides the location, including latitude and longitude, as well as the deaths, 
damage in millions of dollars, and the magnitude of the earthquake.  While on the list of world 
earthquakes the strongest ones have been outside the United States, the list of domestic earthquakes 
is interesting.  The New Madrid, MO earthquake of 1812 was a magnitude of 8.7 making it the 
strongest earthquake recorded in the United States.  The 1906 San Francisco earthquake was a 
magnitude of 8.3.  In 1960 a Chilean earthquake was a magnitude of 9.5 making the strongest listed. 
 
There are sections on Earthquake Risk Management, Geoscience Aspects (including Tsunamis), 
Structural Aspects, and Infrastructure Aspects.  The last section of the book deals with the impacts of 
earthquakes. Deaths and fires caused by earthquakes are covered.  Mitigating damage and deaths, 
planning, estimating losses, and the insurance aspects of earthquakes are also explored. 
 
The book contains many black and white photographs that are informative and interesting.  Some of 
the 1906 San Francisco photographs are fascinating.  A section of color photographs are included in 
the middle of the book.  Of perhaps more interest to engineers are the graphs and charts that explain 
the dynamic forces that work during an earthquake. There is much use of mathematical formulas in 
this book making it useful primarily to the engineers and scientists to which it is aimed.  This is a 
comprehensive look at the subject.  Recommended to all libraries supporting structural engineering 
collections, especially those in seismically active areas. 
 
2780.  Safety and Reliability, edited by T. Bedford, P. H. A. J. M. van Gelder.  Exton, PA, A. A. 
Balkema/Swets & Zeitlinger, 2003.  2v., 1,780p., 1 CD-ROM, illus., bibliog., index.  (Proceedings of 
ESREL 2003, European Safety and Reliability Conference 2003, 15-18 June 2003, Maastricht, The 
Netherlands).  ISBN 90-5809-551-7.  $434.50.  LC Call no.: TA 2003. 
 
Subjects: Safety—Congresses; Risk Management—Congresses. 
 
Reviewer: Linda Ackerson, Assistant Engineering Librarian, University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign Engineering Library, lackerso@ux1.cso.u iuc.edu  
 
234 papers. 
 
In the late 1980s, the European Commission created the European Safety and Reliability Association 
(ESRA).  Under ESRA, a number of national conferences were combined into the annual ESREL 
Conference.  The proceedings of the 2003 Conference highlight current developments in Europe on the 
topic of risk management.  Technologies that can be applied across many areas (e.g., aerospace, 
energy production, environmental protection, manufacturing, medical and health systems, and 
transportation) are featured, with special emphasis on computer modeling.  
 
The two-volume set consists of well over 200 refereed papers, each averaging 5-8 pages in length.  
An accompanying CD-ROM also contains the full text of the papers.  The production quality is 
exceptional, with crisp illustrations, figures, and screen captures.  An author index, but no subject 
index, is included.  
  
Intellectual access to the proceedings is limited.  Papers from the proceedings are indexed in OCLC’s 
Papers First.  A search in OCLC shows only one holding library for the 2003 Proceedings and that 
was outside the U.S.  However, the proceedings from previous ESREL conferences are held in several 
U.S. libraries.   
 
The quality of the proceedings cannot offset the $430 price tag.  In addition, the proceedings will likely 
receive little use, because they are not included in any of the major indexing sources.  Therefore, it is 
only recommended for large research libraries. 
 
Engineering—Electronics 
 
2781.  Newnes Dictionary of Electronics, 4 th edition by S. W. Amos, R. S. Amos, G. W. A. 
Dummer.  Woburn, MA, Newnes/Elsevier Science, 2002.  389p., illus.  ISBN 0-7506-4331-5.  $44.95.  
LC Call no.: TK7804.A47 2002.  
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Subjects: Electronics—Dictionaries. 
 
Reviewer: Peggy Brown, Science Reference Librarian, Hampton University Library, 
peggy.brown@hamptonu.edu  
 
No Table of Contents. 
 
Newnes Dictionary of Electronics is a concise dictionary containing definitions ranging from one 
sentence to short paragraphs of electronic-related terminology. The 4 th edition was published to 
incorporate new terminology introduced since the 3 rd edition was published in 1996. Most of the new 
material is confined to the field of computing and data processing equipment. The dictionary is 
illustrated with various diagrams and includes a completely revised appendix of acronyms and 
abbreviations.  The intended audience is engineers, technicians, and engineering students. 
Recommended for all libraries, including specialized engineering libraries, academic and public 
libraries. 
 
Engineering—History 
 
2782.  Building the Great Pyramid, by Kevin Jackson, Jonathan Stamp.  Buffalo, NY, Firefly Books, 
2003.  191p., color illus., bibliog., index.  ISBN 1-55297-721-8, 1-55297-719-6pbk.  $29.95, 
$19.95pbk.  LC Call no.: DT63.5.J33 2003. 
 
Subjects: Great Pyramid (Egypt); Pyramids—Egypt; Egypt—Civilization—To 332 BC. 
 
Reviewer: Robert F. Skinder, Science Reference Librarian, University of South Carolina—Columbia 
Thomas Cooper Library, rskinder@gwm.sc.edu  
 
Table of Contents: 
Introduction 7 

1. The Pyramid and Its Site 17 
2. A Conscript’s Life 31 
3. Building the Great Pyramid 49 
4. Worlds Within and Without 71 
5. Death, Afterlife and the Funeral of the King 91 
6. Travelers’ Tales 109 
7. The Origins of Modern Egyptology 129 
8. Egyptology Comes of Age 149 
9. Pyramidology, Heretics, Mystics and Cranks 159 

Glossary 182 
Further Reading 186 
Index 188 
 
Building the Great Pyramid, the book, must be a great deal like the British television program, 
Pyramid, from which it spun off.  It is nicely done, easy to read and interestingly illustrated with a 
wide variety of materials.  It is also full of many thoughts and the book equivalent of sound bits.  It 
was not a great surprise, after reading the first few chapters, to discover that the authors were a 
filmmaker and a producer/director of documentaries. In short, this is an entertaining book and one, 
which might be a fine place to begin to learn about a fascinating chapter in the history of man and be 
entertained at the same time.  It does include a glossary full of terms that I never knew existed, an 
index and even a suggested reading list. This book would be a worthwhile addition in the children’s 
room of a public library or even in a high school library. 
 
Engineering—Manufacturing 
 
2783.  Nonwoven Fabrics: Raw Materials, Manufacture, Applications, Characteristics, 
Testing Processes, edited by W. Albrecht, H. Fuchs, W. Kittelman.  New York, NY, Wiley-VCH, 2003.  
748p., illus., bibliog., index.  ISBN 3-527-30406-1.  $305.00.  LC Call no.: TS1828.V5713 2003. 
 
Subjects: Nonwoven Fabrics. 
52 contributors. 
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Reviewer: Holly Flynn, Mathematics Librarian, Michigan State University Vernon G. Grove Research 
Library, flynnhol@msu.edu  
 
Table of Contents: 
Part 1. Raw Materials for the Production of Nonwovens 

1. Fibrous Material 15 
2. Other Raw Materials 87 
3. Binders 119 

Part 2. Processes to Manufacture Nonwovens 
4. Dry-Law Process 141 
5. Wet Lay Method 237 
6. Web Bonding 269 

Part 3. Finishing Nonwovens 
7. Mechanical Finishing 411 
8. Chemical Finishing 421 

Part 4. Peculiarities with Regard to Ready-Making Nonwovens 
9. The Making up of Finished Products 463 

Part 5. Characteristics and Application of Nonwovens 
10. Nonwovens for Hygiene 489 
11. The Use of Nonwovens in Medicine—Safety Aspects 495 
12. Nonwovens for Cleaning and Household Products 503 
13. Nonwovens for Home Textiles 515 
14. Nonwovens for apparel 523 
15. Nonwovens for Technical Applications 545 
16. Re-Utilization of Nonwovens 629 

Part 6. Regulations to be Observed and Processes to Test Raw Materials and Nonwoven Products 
17. General Principles 637 
18. Testing Processes 661 
19. Quality Surveillance Systems and Quality Assurance Systems 717 
20. Coming Development in Nonwovens Industry 727 

Index of Names, Companies, Organizations, and Products 731 
Subject Index 737 
 
Nonwoven fabrics first developed during World War II when there were restrictions on raw materials.  
At first, nonwovens were used to make cheap substitutes for more durable items (disposable diapers 
instead of cloth diapers, for instance).  By the 1960s an industry had developed around nonwovens.  
The first handbook about nonwovens was published in 1981.  Since then, the technology and the 
finished products have changed and improved greatly.  Today, nonwovens are used to make 
disposable and durable items, such as diapers, nursing pads, hospital gowns, face masks, shoe 
components, tea bags, coffee filters, fabric softener sheets, bed and table linen, air filters, airbags, 
roofing, insulation, satellite dishes and artificial leather.  The nonwoven industry has a worldwide 
annual profit of $14.6 billion, makes up 5% of the total textile industry, and is comprised of 130 
companies in Western Europe alone.  This increase in production has created the need for a new 
handbook. 
 
This handbook, Nonwoven Fabrics: Raw Materials, Manufacture, Applications, Characteristics, 
Testing Processes is international in scope.  While most of the authors are German, the book is also 
being published in Chinese.  The book does contain some poor translation and some sloppy editing, 
but these are minor problems.  Of a bit more concern is the full-color advertising section in the middle 
of the book, as well as the large bookmark with an advertisement on it.  These seem rather out of 
place in an academic text. 
 
However, the book is quite comprehensive.  It contains chapters on the characteristics of nonwovens, 
the history of the industry, methods used to test raw material, processing steps, and descriptions of 
the final products nonwoven fabric is used to make.  The handbook includes photos of the 
manufacturing equipment, many charts, graphs and diagrams, an appendix of standards, and two 
indexes: one of subjects, and one of names, companies, organizations, and products. 
   
This book will be of interest to the professional and the student alike.  One author, G. Massenaux, 
writes, “it is to be hoped that this book will also have a seminal influence in attracting young talents to 
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this growing industry” (p. 1).  This book is recommended for academic libraries with a collection in 
materials science. 
 
Engineering—Patents 
 
2784.  Essentials of Patents, by Andy Gibbs, Bob DeMatteis.  New York, John Wiley, 2003.  270p., 
index.  ISBN 0-471-25050-3.  $29.95.  LC Call no.: T333.G53 2003. 
 
Subjects: Patents; Management. 
 
Reviewer: Robert F. Skinder, Science Reference Librarian, University of South Carolina—Columbia 
Thomas Cooper Library, rskinder@gwm.sc.edu  
 
Table of Contents: 

1. Patents 1 
2. Patent Licensing 21 
3. Patent Strategy 49 
4. Patent Tactics 71 
5. Managing Patents in the Marketing Department 93 
6. Managing Patents in the Engineering Department 115 
7. Managing Patents in Manufacturing and Operations 139 
8. Managing Patents in the Finance Department 155 
9. Managing Patents in the Human Resources Department 187 
10. Managing Patents in the Information Technology Department 209 
11. Patent Management and the Corporate/IP Counsel 227 
12. Patent Management Paradigm for the CEO/ICO 245 

Index of Organizations 263 
Index 265 
 
Essentials of Patents is quite different from what I expected. As science and engineering librarians, 
we are often asked to acquire patents for our users or to give advice on searching for them.  This 
book, on the other hand, and very uniquely, treats the patent as intellectual capitol and, as such, of 
significant value to the corporation.  This book actually is of more interest to the manager than to the 
inventor or engineer and probably should be required reading for executives in many areas.  
Conveniently, chapters 5 through 12 are written precisely that way and titled “Managing Patents in the 
XXX Department.”  
          
The authors see their book as an ongoing conversation between themselves and interested parties, 
rather than as a series of lectures.  It is very easy to read or browse with headers for almost every 
paragraph.  The book is written utilizing many of the techniques expected in the business “quick 
study” category.  These include a “what you will learn” section leading every chapter.  There are also 
several consistent sidebars that a dd to the value of this book including Proposed 2003 Patent Office 
Rules. These are short notes based on what can be expected if and when the 2002-2003 U.S. Patent & 
Trademark Office 21st Century Strategic Plan takes effect.  There are also several boxes entitled “In 
the Real World” and “Tips and Techniques,” both with bite size chunks of useful information. 
                                                                                           
This book is very much like having a patent attorney or stra tegist on call in your office.  Obviously it is 
intended to be read and understood by executives in those companies that use patents or that should.  
I would therefore recommend it to those public libraries who serve a business clientele as well as any 
corporate, college or university library that serves managers, engineers, scientists or inventors or that 
has a business school. 
 
Engineering—Telecommunications 
 
2785.  Introduction to MPEG-7: Multimedia Content Description Interface, edited by B. S. 
Manjunath, Philippe Salembier, Thomas Sikora.  New York, NY, Wiley, 2002.  371p., 1 DVD, illus., 
bibliog., index.  ISBN 0-471-48678-7.  $90.00.  LC Call no.: TK 6680.5.I587 2002 
 
Subjects: MPEG (Video Coding Standard); Multimedia Systems; Video Compression—Standards.   
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41 contributors. 
 
Reviewer: Alice Trussell, Director, Kansas State University Fiedler Engineering Library, 
alitrus@lib.ksu.edu  
 
Table of Contents: 
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1. Introduction to MPEG-7 3 
2. Context, Goals and Procedures 7 

Section II: Systems 
3. Systems Architecture 33 
4. Description Definition Language 43 
5. Binary Format 61 

Section III: Description Schemes 
6. Overview of Multimedia Description Schemes and Schema Tools 83 
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8. Description of a Single Multimedia Document 111 
9. Navigation and Summarization 139 
10. Content Organization 153 
11. User Interaction 163 

Section IV: Visual Descriptors  
12. Overview of Visual Descriptors 179 
13. Color Descriptors 187 
14. Texture Descriptors 213 
15. Shape Descriptors 231 
16. Motion Descriptors 261 

Section V: Audio  
17. Fundamentals of Audio Descriptions 283 
18. Spoken Content 299 
19. Sound Classification and Similarity 317 

Section VI: Applications 
20. Search and Browsing 335 
21. Mobile Applications 353 

Index 363 
 
Worldwide use of the tools of technology has made the use of digital cameras, portable audio and 
video players, and the Internet commonplace.  MPEG, the Moving Picture Experts Group, has taken 
leadership in establishing common standards to promote seamless interface between the various 
vendors and audiovis ual products.  MPEG established the standards that made compression of digital 
audiovisual files practical and easy to transmit. The MPEG standards established prior to MPEG-7 made 
it possible to create CDs, DVDs, and broadcast digital television, extending the broadcasting of signals 
on the Internet and mobile channels. 
 
MPEG-7, an ISO/IEC standard, moves beyond the technology that simply encodes and transmits. 
MPEG-7 focuses on the standardization of the description, search, and retrieval of content.  Beginning 
with an analysis of the systems, language and format of MPEG, the chapters flow through details of 
specifically examining multimedia description schemes, navigation, and content.  Visual descriptors 
such as color, texture, shape and motion are thoroughly discussed.  The fundamentals and varieties of 
audio descriptors are explored. The book concludes by examining the variety of applications used to 
transmit this vast body of audiovisual material.  The accompanying DVD features software 
demonstrating u sage of the standards to retrieve materials with given descriptors. 
 
The book is logically organized, and the detailed Table of Contents enables a reader to find a section 
quickly. Each chapter has numerous figures, tables, and pictures to visually demonstrate points.  The 
examples of XML coding clearly show the reader the specifics of how the standards are to be 
implemented in tangible situations.  Five color plates appear in the book for graphics that would not 
be effective in black and white.  The thoroughness of the index is a real asset.  The DVD is most 
effective for the knowledgeable reader, and may take a while for a novice to navigate. 
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Few monographs are available to thoroughly analyze the specifics requirements of MPEG-7.  This book 
is highly recommended for any library serving users involved in the creation of audiovisual material, 
because all current and future audiovisual material created must comply with the MPEG-7 standards. 
 
2786.  Wireless Data Technologies, by Vern A. Dubendorf.  New York, NY, Wiley, 2003.  232p., 
illus., bibliog., index.  ISBN 0-470-84949-5.  $75.00.  LC Call no.: TK5103.2.D83 2003. 
 
Subjects: Wireless Communication Systems—Handbooks, Manuals, etc.; Data Transmission 
Systems—Handbooks, Manuals, etc. 
 
Reviewer: Glen Davis, Computer Network Consultant, lostsoul@net66.com 
 
Table of Contents: 
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References 215 
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Glossary 221 
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Wireless Data Technologies contains an immense amount of information. Aside from the enormous 
amount of information, there isn’t any other great feature to discuss. The author uses far too many 
abbreviations, and repeats the same information throughout the book. The book has four pages 
devoted to defining all of the abbreviations used, making the book difficult to read. This, along with 
the numerous grammatical erro rs, and the repetition of the information makes the book very tedious 
to read. In reviewing this book I constantly found myself skimming over whole sections that failed to 
make immediate sense, forcing me to re -read parts of them later.  The author only lists four sources 
for the book. This lack of recommended reading leaves very little direction for further study, as well as 
leaving some question as to how accurate some of the information might be. The author obviously 
knows about wireless communications, but the book makes this knowledge hard to absorb. The book 
was not a waste of time to read due to the amount of knowledge the author has put into it, but 
probably would not be useful, or helpful for the majority of students interested in wireless technology. 
Wireless Networks by Nicopolitidis, Obaidat, Papadimitriou, and Pomportsis (see E-STREAMS 
review no. 2787) provides the same information at greater depth, and in a more readable format. 
Wireless Data Technologies is not recommended, perhaps in the second edition some of the 
grammatical errors will be fixed, and some of the repetition will get edited out. 
 
2787.  Wireless Networks, by P. Nicopolitidis, M. S. Obaidat, G. I. Papadimitriou, A. S. Pomportsis.  
New York, NY, John Wiley, 2003.  405p., illus., bibliog., index.  ISBN 0-470-84529-5.  $65.00. LC Call 
no.: TK5103.2.N57352 2003. 
 
Subjects: Wireless Communication systems.  
 
Reviewer: Glen Davis, Computer Network Consultant, lostsoul@net66.com  
 
Table of Contents: 
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3. First Generation (1G) Cellular Systems 95 
4. Second Generation (2G) Cellular Systems 111 
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6. Future Trends: Fourth Generation (4G) Systems and Beyond 189 
7. Satellite Networks 203 
8. Fixed Wireless Access Systems 229 
9. Wireless Local Area Networks 239 
10. Wireless ATM and Ad Hoc Routing 273 
11. Personal Area Networks (PANs) 299 
12. Security Issues in Wireless Systems 327 
13. Simulation of Wireless Network Systems 341 
14. Economics of Wireless Networks 381 

Index 399 
 
Wireless Networks thoroughly covers the fundamental topics of wireless networks, including the 
theories and concepts involved in wireless applications. This book starts from the very beginning, and 
builds up to the future of wireless networks.  The information presented is complex, and not intended 
for the novice reader, but is not beyond most people’s comprehension. By building up from the 
beginnings of wireless communication, the authors have made the book easier to read than one would 
expect.  This book would make a useful reference for engineering students and researchers. The table 
of contents makes it easy to look up specific information, and provides a good outline of the 
information in each chapter. Multiple diagrams, and tables make information quickly available when 
skimming through the book and references are presented at the end of each chapter, where they will 
be most useful to the reader, along with several suggestions for further reading.  This book is 
recommended for academic libraries, and to anyone interested in how wireless communication really 
works. 
 
Environmental Science 
 
2788.  Defining and Assessing Adverse Environmental Impact from Power Plant 
Impingement and Entrainment of Aquatic Organisms, edited by Douglas A. Dixon, John A. Veil, 
Joe Wisniewski.  Exton, PA, Swets & Zeitlinger/A. A. Balkema, 2003.  291p., illus., bibliog., index.  
ISBN 90-5890-517-7.  $98.00.  LC  Call no.: TD195.E4 2003. 
 
Subjects: Electric Power-Plants—Waste Disposal—Environmental Aspects—Congresses; Electric 
Power-Plants—Water Supply—Congresses; Water Quality Management—Congresses; Aquatic 
Organisms—Effects of Water Pollution on—Congresses. 
 
Reviewer: Sanjaya Kumar, Research Scientist II, New York State Department of Health, 
sxk10@health.state.ny.us  
 
Table of Contents: 
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 Environmental Impact (AEI) on Fish Communities/Populations 
 In Tennessee River Reservoirs 198 
Minimizing Adverse Environmental Impact 213 
Measurement Error Affects Risk Estimates for Recruitment to the Hudson  
 River Stock of Striped Bass 231 
Use of Equivalent Loss Models under Section 316(b) of the Clean 
 Water Act 247 
A Blueprint for the Problem Formulation Phase of EPA-Type 
 Ecological Risk Assessments for 316(b) Determinations 264 
Author Index 291 
 
This book is a collection of seventeen peer-reviewed research papers presented at a National 
Symposium organized by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), a non-profit energy research 
consortium for the benefit of utility members, their customers, and society. The book addresses the 
key issue of developing a rule to govern how existing power plants use water to cool steam electric 
generation under section 316(b) of the Clean Water Act (CWA).  

More than 1,500 industrial facilities use large volumes of cooling water from lakes, rivers, estuaries or 
oceans to cool their plants, including steam electric power plants, pulp and paper makers, chemical 
manufacturers, petroleum refiners, and manufacturers of primary metals like iron and steel and 
aluminum.  

Cooling water inta ke structures cause adverse environmental impact by pulling large numbers of fish 
and shellfish or their eggs into a power plant's or factory's cooling system. There, the organisms may 
be killed or injured by heat, physical stress, or by chemicals used to clean the cooling system. Larger 
organisms may be killed or injured when they are trapped against screens at the front of an intake 
structure. 

The book includes seven research papers on one of the key phrase, Adverse Environmental Impact 
(AEI), in Section 316(b) of the CWA. These research papers address the issues from defining the AEI 
to evaluation and studies on how it can be minimized. The research papers included in this book are 
very well structured to communicate this complicated and long debated phrase. The research papers 
also include the updated reference list for further reading. 

Some of the research papers included in this book are industry funded and readers should interpret 
the findings accordingly. Most of the research papers in this book focus on only one aspect of the AEI, 
i.e. how to define the AEI, whereas the inclusion of some research papers addressing the first part of 
the phrase ‘best technology available’ to minimize the AEI is missing.  

The book is written with a focus on the scientists, lawyers, regulators, permit applicants who are 
interested to understand the years of active debate surrounding this issue.  

2789.  Handbook of Environmental Chemistry: Volume 3—Anthropogenic Compounds: Part 
O—Persistent Organic Pollutants, edited by H. Fiedler.  New York, NY, Springer-Verlag, 2003.  
443p., illus., bibliog.., index.  ISBN 3-540-43728-2.  $199.00.  LC QD31.H335v.3pt.O 2003. 
 
Subjects: Biogeochemical Cycles; Environmental Chemistry. 
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Since the mid 1990s, an international effort to eliminate persistent organic pollutants (POPs) has been 
in motion, resulting in a Global Convention on POPs, the Stockholm Convention, and a regional 
Protocol under the Convention on Long-Range Transboundary Air Pollution (UN-ECE LRTAP 
Convention).  
 
POPs include such well-known pesticides such as DDT, industrial chemicals such as PCBs, and 
unintentional byproducts of common processes such as incineration, which is why burning plastic 
should be avoided. POPs are very toxic, travel readily, and persist for extremely long periods of time.  
These characteristics make them the source of considerable anger from non-generator nations against 
generators, and from generator nations, which are taking steps to control POPs against generators 
who are lax.  
 
Unfortunately, the most common means of destroying them—Incineration—also generates them.  Two 
chapters treat this controversial issue.  The second to last discusses how POPs are released in the 
incineration process.  The last comes, interestingly, from Australia, where due to an unusual set of 
circumstances, no high-temperature incinerator has ever been built, thus alternative technologies are 
economically competitive.  Australia in fact has been so successful with its non-incineration methods 
of disposal; it has been able to export its knowledge, helping small Pacific nations with their POP 
disposal.  Still, as that author points out, no destruction alternative elsewhere seriously competes cost 
wise with incineration.  Until the Stockholm Convention is ratified, there probably will not be a reason 
to look to alternatives.   
 
This book makes the reader familiar with the goals of the international conventions and addresses 
inventories, levels in humans and the environment as well as technologies to destroy them. The 
book’s attempt to cover this issue from many different countries at different stages of development 
and with differing policies regarding environmental issues makes it important reading for policymakers 
and manufacture rs.  Portions of the technical articles will be useful to scientists.  Recommended for 
some university and special libraries.   
 
Food 
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Ken Albala of the History Department of the University of the Pacific in Stockton, CA, has written an 
accessible text that illuminates an important aspect of everyday life in centuries past: food.  How our 
European forebears cooked and ate, what foodstuffs they knew, and what factors influenced these 
choices are the central subjects of his book.   

 
Modern American life sees trends in eating rise yearly.  Last year the pluot was a “hot” fruit.  Some 
years back, sushi was the fashionable new thing to try.  Albala shows us similar trends and fads for 
things that we either now take for granted or would not consider eating at all.  So, for example, he 
notes in several places the tendency of early modern Europeans to eat sweet things with sour and 
salty, frequently adding sugar to meat dishes.  Modern epicures would be horrified by some of these 
old ways of approaching food. 

 
The popularity of ingredients waxes and wanes, too.  Pepper is ubiquitous these days and even 
mundane in the face of wasabi or various chiles.  Long pepper is unknown to us, save perhaps in 
isolated regional dishes of Europe.  The reader will recognize much about some of the foodstuffs 
mentioned, but again may not comprehend their use. 

 
Customs have changed as well.  Early modern Europe gave us the fork, but not right away.  Dessert 
was not a consideration since sugar could be (and was) used with many dishes and fruit following a 
meal was thought to corrupt the digestive system. 

 
The many tidbits strewn through the book make it a fascinating read, if only to soak up the trivia.  
What Albala does, however, is set all of them within the historical context of early modern Europe, and 
so, for examples, he traces the links between mercantilism and exploration and follows through with 
what resultant ingredients showed up in European larders.  He looks at issues of class and remarks on 
how beef was a poor man’s food best left for laborers.  Once poorer people could afford various spices, 
they dropped in popularity with the upper classes.  Changes in the distribution of wealth in Europe 
made for change sin eating. 

 
Why did people starve when sometimes there was a wealth of good wild foodstuffs all around?  How 
did the church and the Reformation affect diet?  Did national differences mean much then?  All of 
these are areas explored in a book that offers its information easily. 

 
Numerous illustrations add richness to the text, but the crowning feature is the inclusion of old 
recipes.  Tarte of medlars, boiled veal’s head – Albala doesn’t necessarily recommend that the reader 
try a hand at cooking these things, but they do provide a fascinating glimpse of the times. 

 
Food in Early Modern Europe is a successful survey of a long period of time, a handful of nations 
(which include even more regional cultures), and a variety of foodstuffs.  The inter-relation of 
historical issues with the theme of food is easily carried throughout the book.  The writing is altogether 
accessible.  Indeed, the book would be fine for high school students as well as college students or 
adults with an interest in the area.  Recommended for public and academic libraries. 
 
Geography 
 
2791.  Encyclopedia of Water, by David E. Newton.  Westport, CT, Greenwood Press, 2003.  401p., 
illus., bibliog., index.  (An Oryx Book).  ISBN 1-57356-304-8.  $75.00.  LC Call no.: GB655.N38 2003 
 
Subjects: Water—Encyclopedias. 
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Reviewer: William T. Johnson, Senior Library Coordinator, Palomino Library, Desert Mountain High 
School, tjohnson@ci.scottsdale.az.us  
 
No Table of Contents. 
 
Expect the unexpected as you leaf through this curious collection of brief articles related to water.  
Occasionally, one wonders if the term “related” is a stretch with articles on Fly Casting, Ferdinand 
Magellan, and Jotuns. However, the articles are written in a style that is easy to read, interesting, and 
even fun.  Objectivity predominates, yet some articles, such as “Flood Legends” include subjective 
language suggesting the author is not equally familiar with some of the information presented.  
Standard entries are included too, on such topics as Hydrogen Bonding, the Hydrologic Cycle, and 
Rivers & Streams.  However, no specific geographic sites will be found, so don't look for Crater Lake or 
the Colorado River. 
                                                                               
Content varies with the entry.  Biographical articles give a personal overview, individual history, and 
professional accomplishments.  Topical entries may be subdivided as appropriate.  For example the 
article on Salinity discusses measurements, definitions, effects of salinity on living organisms, and salt 
lakes.  Compare the article on Music and Water, which discusses musical instruments and musical 
themes.  Most articles end with a brief list of sources for further reading.  An extensive bibliography 
and a detailed index conclude the volume.  A guide to selected topics acts as a table of contents, 
grouping articles under Arts, Associations, Biography, Biology, Earth and Space, History, Mythology 
and Religion, Physical Sciences, Sports, Technology, and Transportation.  All entries are arranged 
alphabetically. 
                                                          
“See” references are used liberally throughout the text for help finding topics, which may carry any 
number of labels.  For example, the topic “Hydrofoil,” has a see reference to “Boats & Ships.” Entries 
reflect a Western bias in content as well as in the proportion of articles devoted to particular subjects.  
Topics relevant to both salt and fresh water are represented.  Illustratio ns, which enhance the content 
of selected articles, consist of black and white photos, formulas, charts, and drawings. Recommended 
for general audiences or undergraduate students. 
 
2792.  Smithsonian Atlas of the Amazon, by Michael Goulding, Ronald Barthem, Efrem Ferreira; 
cartography by Roy Duenas.  Washington, DC, Smithsonian Books, 2003.  253p., color illus., bibliog., 
index.  ISBN 1-58834-135-6.  $39.95.  LC Call no.: GB1264.A5G68 2003. 
 
Subjects: Rivers—Brazil—Amazon River Watershed; Geomorphology—Brazil—Amazon River 
Watershed; Stream Ecology—Brazil—Amazon River Watershed; Amazon River Watershed. 
 
Reviewer: Marsha Selmer, Map Librarian, University of Illinois at Chicago Library, mselmer@uic.edu  
 
Table of Contents: 

1. Diverse Dimensions 15 
2. Flow of the Rivers 23 
3. Colorful Rivers and Wetlands 41 
4. Human Footprints 53 
5. Eastern Wetlands: The Amazon Meets the Atlantic 75 
6. The Amazon River: The Giant 99 
7. The Tocantins: The Dammed River 125 
8. The Xingu and Tapajós Rivers: Clearwater Reflections 135 
9. The Madeira: South America’s Core 147 
10. The Purus and Juruá Valleys: Lands of Meandering Rivers 173 
11. The Ucayali and Marañón Valleys: In the Shadow of the Andes 183 
12. The Northwestern Tributaries Region: Where the Equatorial Amazon and the Andes Meet 

201 
13. The Negro and the Trombetas: Black and Clear Waters from Ancient Lands 211 
14. Conclusion: Everyone Lives Downstream 227 

Bibliography 232 
Index 248 
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This publication aims to be the definitive illustrated atlas of the Amazon River and its tributaries, an 
area that ranges from the Andes Mountains of Peru to the Brazilian Atlantic Ocean coast. Goulding, the 
first author, is a recognized expert on Amazonian migratory fish; both he and his coauthors have 
published other works related to the ecology of the Amazon River Basin. The atlas is well balanced 
between text, color photographs and color maps.  Because its focus is on the Amazon Basin, an area 
nearly the size of the continental United States, the maps, even the enlargements, are small-scale.  
The maps are done in a pleasing color palette and all maps, except those showing relative locations, 
use a bar graph in kilometers to show the scale.                                                  
                                                                               
The early chapters examine the entire Basin and include thematic maps on a base that generally 
includes hypsometric tints, international borders, country and major place names, and a five-degree 
latitude and longitude grid.  The topics mapped are those that affect the ecology of the region, e.g., 
precipitation, sediment transport, the location of dams, urbanization, and agricultural and industrial 
activities.  The later chapters focus on the Amazon River and its largest tributaries.  The authors have 
also included a chapter on the Tocantins River, because its flora and fauna are closely related to 
Amazonian species and its waters mix with those of the Amazon River in the channels around the 
western portion of Marajó Island.  These chapters include thematic maps of each river basin with 
information about deforestation, highways, federal and state conservation areas, and indigenous land, 
as well as drainage maps of the entire Basin pointing to the general locations discussed in the text and 
illustrated in the photographs.                                            
                                                                               
Although not a scholarly atlas, it includes a fifteen page bibliography of books and journal articles.  
Nearly all of the publications cited are in English and were published within the last twenty years.  This 
atlas provides an introduction to the ecology of the Amazon Basin and would be useful in both public 
libraries and undergraduate academic collections.  
 
Gerontology 
 
2793.  Aging: Demographics, Health, and Health Services, by Elizabeth Vierck, Kris Hodges.  
Westport, CT, Oryx Book/Greenwood Press, 2003.  323p., illus., bibliog., index.  ISBN 1-57356-547-4.  
$65.00.  LC Call no.: RA564.8.V54 2003. 
 
Subjects: Aged—Health and Hygiene; Aging—Social Aspects; Aged—Services for; Aged—Medical 
Care; Longevity. 
 
Reviewer: Chengzhi Wang, Population Research Librarian, Princeton University Donald E. Stokes 
Library, chengzhi@princeton.edu  
 
Table of Contents: 

1. Aging in the Twentieth Century 4 
2. The Meaning of Aging 18 
3. Size and Growth of the Older Population 25 
4. Life Expectancy 34 
5. Health Status, Use of health Services, and Attitudes toward health Care Providers 46 
6. Health Risks and Practices 70 
7. Nutrition 98 
8. Chronic Conditions and Common Health problems 127 
9. Mental Health and Illness 162 
10. Prescription and Over-the-Counter Drugs 175 
11. Long-Term Care: An Overview 192 
12. Long-Term Care: Home Health Care 206 
13. Long-Term Care: Nursing Home Care 220 
14. Care at the End of Life: Hospic Care 240 
15. Causes, Places, and Timing of Death 251 
16. Paying for Health Care 282 

Selected Bibliography and Useful Web Sites 309 
Index 314 
 
This book covers almost all important topics relating to aging and health, ranging from definitions and 
meanings of aging, demographics of older people, nutrition and health problems for the elderly, to 
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long term care and health care service for older people. It largely describes recent trends and 
analyzes major issues by utilizing the presentation of large amount of statistical data and information. 
As stated in its introduction, the book “is intended for use by gerontologists, geriatricians, health 
policy analysts, researchers, information specialists, marketing professionals, journalists, students, 
and others doing research on aging, health, and health services.” Indeed, different groups of readers 
interested in aging and health will find it useful. 
 
The content is presented in an easy-to-read format, and the charts and tables are arranged to present 
easy-to-understand descriptive statistics. Important terms and definitions and key facts stand out for 
easy access. Explanations are clear and analysis is to the point. Information sources used include 
public accessible information, particularly government and NGO documents and reports. The authors 
also utilize independent, private studies, particularly never-before-published statistics from RoperASW, 
Mediamark Research, the National Nursing Home Survey, and the National Home and Hospice Care 
Survey.  
 
The book is divided into topical areas covering the meaning of aging, demographics, life expectancy, 
health status, nutrition, health care services, long-term care, and health care coverage and financing.  
 
Also interesting is the presentation and analysis comparing a variety of variables of aging and health 
in 2000 and the time back to one hundred years ago.  
 
This book also enables the reader to locate relevant data and information quickly and easily. It can be 
used for browsing or for locating a specific piece of information. Hence, it also serves as a statistical 
handbook and a ready reference on aging and health. 
 
Elizabeth Vierck, the first author, is an information specialist on aging and health. Kris Hodges, 
another co -author, is a market research professional. 
 
Aging: Demographics, Health, and Health Services is recommended for collections of public 
health and reference in public libraries, undergraduate, and research libraries. 
 
Horticulture—Salvias 
 
2794.  New Book of Salvias: Sages for Every Garden, by Betsy Clebsch, drawings by Carol D. 
Barner.  Portland, OR, Timber Press, 2003.  344p., color illus., bibliog., index.  ISBN 0-88192-560-8.  
$29.95.  LC Call no.: SB413.S22C58 2003. 
 
Subjects: Salvia. 
 
Reviewer: Beth Thomsett-Scott, Science Librarian, University of North Texas Science and Technology 
Library, bscott@library.unt.edu  
 
Table of Contents: 
Introduction 17 
Description of Plants 25 
Where to See Salvias 309 
Where to Buy Salvias 311 
Flowering Guide by Season 314 
Cold Tolerance Guide 317 
Shade Tolerance Guide 318 
Salvias for a Hot and Humid Climate 319 
Water-Wise Salvias 320 
Salvias with Especially Handsome Foliage 321 
Salvias for Containers 322 
Color Designations of Unusual Flower or Foliage Color 323 
Geographical Origin of Salvia Species 328 
Bibliography 331 
Index of Plant Names 335 
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The New Book of Salvias is an expanded edition of the author’s 1997 work. There are fifty new 
species and cultivars added to bring the count of plants described to more than 150. The forward to 
the original work is included with the new edition and provides an interesting history on Salvia and 
details the author’s work with the plants. 
 
Plants are listed alphabetically. Information provided includes: botanical description, information on 
habitat, blooming cycle, recommended companion plants and historical information on the discovery 
and usage. Entries originate from Africa, Mexico, South America and China, and other countries.   
 
Information is presented in a narrative form. Presenting the common pieces of information in a 
standard format for quick reference would have enhanced the value of the item for a reference work. 
However, the casual tone does make the book easier to read and perhaps more enjoyable as a 
pleasure book.  
 
The ending chapters add extra value to the item by categorizing the plants. The Bibliography and 
Index to Plant Names provide useful information. The photographs and drawings are helpful and 
interesting. 
 
Recommended for university and college libraries that have a horticultural or botanical component in 
the curriculum. Public libraries would also find this useful if their readership enjoys gardening.  
 
Horticulture—Trees 
 
2795.  Tropical Trees and Shrubs: A Selection for Urban Plantings, by Wee Yeow Chin.  
Chicago, IL, Sun Tree Publishing/Independent Publishers Group, 2003.  392p., color illus., bibliog., 
index.  ISBN 981-04-6022-8.  $35.00.  LC Call no.: SB4356.T76 2003. 
 
Subjects: Trees—Singapore; Ornamental Woods Planting; Landscape Plants; Landscape Gardening. 
 
Reviewer: Diane C. Schmidt, Biology Librarian, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Biology 
Library, dcschmid@ux1.cso.uiuc.edu  
 
Table of Contents: 
Introduction 2 
Spectacular Flowers 25 
Flowering Shrubs 51 
Colourful Foliage and Bark 75 
Sweet Fragrance 97 
Legumes or Bean Trees 115 
Fascinating Figs 147 
Majestic Palms 161 
Palm-Like Trees 191 
Conifers 205 
Fruit Trees 217 
Trees for the Birds 245 
Timber Trees 261 
Spices, Beverages and Nuts 287 
Vegetables from Trees 309 
The Bizarre and the Unusual 329 
General Purpose Trees 351 
Glossary 378 
References 384 
Index of Scientific Names 386 
Index of Common Names 389 
 
Horticulturalists and landscapers in temperate regions can only sigh in envy at some of the trees 
discussed in this layperson’s guide to popular urban trees for the tropics.  The author, a retired 
agronomist and botanist from Singapore, covers 163 species of trees and shrubs commonly found in 
Singapore and Southeast Asia.  The trees include a mixture of plants from the well-known hibiscus 
and nutmeg to the less well-known rengas and nibong.  They originally came from tropical regions 
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around the world.  A number have been cultivated for so long and so widely that their origin has been 
lost while others were first used only recently.   
 
The book’s arrangement is based partly on taxonomy and partly on type of use, an arrangement that 
works well for a book aimed at laypeople.  Within each chapter the trees are arranged in alphabetical 
order by genus.  While this arrangement is a little less intuitive for non-professionals, it means that 
the author does not need to establish an “official” common name.  It also groups related, and thus 
similar, species together within the chapter.   The extensive introduction discusses a number of topics 
relating to urban trees, from the basic botany and tree propagation to the whys and hows of urban 
landscaping.  Amateur gardeners in the tropics will find the introduction a useful summary of tree 
growing and landscaping. 
 
The bulk of the guide consists of one-page descriptions of each species with a facing page of 
photographs.  The photographs consist of several color photographs of the tree’s general shape, as 
well as leaves, fruit, and bark as appropriate.  The descriptions all include the scientific name, 
common names in English, the family name, etymology of the scientific name, non-English common 
names used in Southeast Asia, origin and distribution of the species, botanical features, uses, 
propagation, and related species.  The photographs, particularly close-ups of fruit, flowers, or leaves, 
are quite good; the photos of the overall tree are less useful as an identification tool though they do 
show the overall shape and size of the trees and provides examples of their use in urban landscaping. 
 
The “botanical features” section is a fairly technical description of the tree or shrub that would be 
beyond the comprehension of most true amateur botanists.  The technical terms are explained in a 
glossary, however, and the detailed descriptions are useful for identification.  Botanists will also 
welcome the information.  The section on use is a nice feature.  It describes the landscaping use of the 
trees as specimens, container plants, privacy screens, and so on.  In addition, the author discusses 
the use of various parts of the trees and shrubs as food, medicine, or a host of other possibilities from 
furniture to fabric dyeing to religious aspects.  The author also discusses propagation methods for 
each species, including growing plants from seeds and vegetative methods such as marcotting and 
grafting. 
 
While the 163 trees covered in this book are the most popular trees for Southeast Asia, Tropical 
Trees and Shrubs will be useful outside of this region since many of the trees are distributed around 
the tropical world and can be found in many conservatories in more temperate regions.  The 
descriptions of the uses of these popular trees and shrubs will also be of value to readers interested in 
ethnobotany.  The book is a good purchase for libraries with an interest in urban forestry, tropical 
trees, or ethnobotany.   
 
Mathematics 
 
2796.  Handbook of Green’s Functions and Matrices, by V. D. Seremet.  Boston, MA, WIT Press, 
2003.  295p., 1 CD-ROM, bibliog.., index.  ISBN 1-85312-933-X.  $229.00.  LC Call no.: QA371.S395 
2003. 
 
Subjects: Green’s Functions; Matrices; Lamé Polynomials; Poisson’s Equations. 
 
Reviewer: Holly Flynn, Mathematics Librarian, Michigan State University Vernon G. Grove Research 
Library, flynnhol@msu.edu   
 
Table of Contents: 

1. Integral Representations of Solutions in the Theory of Elasticity 27 
2. Constructive Solutions for Green’s Matrices in the Form of Integrals 57 
3. Green’s Functions and Matrices for Two-Dimensional Domains 101 
4. Green’s Functions and Matrices for Three-Dimensional Domains 131 

Notations 267 
References 271 
Index 277 
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Handbook of Green’s Functions and Matrices describes techniques for constructing Green’s 
functions, which are the basic tools used in solving boundary value problems in elastostatics, a field of 
mathematical physics. 
 
The book is divided into two parts, each with two chapters.  Part I is theoretical, and discusses a 
method of constructing Green’s functions and matrices for elastostatic Lame’s equations.  This 
method, called the “incompressible influence elements method,” leads the author to develop a new 
theory, which involves the construction of influence functions for Green’s functions. 
 
Part II of the handbook implements this new theory and constructs Green’s functions for some specific 
boundary value problems.  Many examples are given, including 257 Green’s matrices constructed for 
three-dimensional and two-dimensional boundary value problems, and 190 Green’s functions for 
Poisson’s equations. 
 
Six appendices are included on a CD in the back of the book.  The CD contains 48 additional examples 
and 16 applications, and requires Adobe Acrobat 4.0 or higher to run. 
 
This is a very valuable handbook, as it covers material not very well known in the west.  The author is 
with the State Agrarian University of Moldova.  The book is distributed in the United States by 
Computational Mechanics.   The book could use an editor, however, as there are many spelling and 
grammatical errors.   Although the book is also rather expensive, it is recommended for academic 
libraries with a collection in mathematical physics.  Because the book includes some very high-level 
mathematics, it is best suited for graduate students, research specialists, and engineers interested in 
the theory of elasticity. 
 
Medicine—Internal—Alzheimer’s 
 
2797.  Alzheimer’s Disease, revised edition by William Molloy and Paul Caldwell.  Buffalo, NY, 
Firefly Books, 2003.  220p., bibliog., index.  (Your Personal Health).  ISBN 1-55297-737-4.  $14.95.  
LC  Call no.: RC523.M65 2003. 
 
Subjects: Alzheimer’s Disease—Popular Works; Alzheimer’s Disease—Social Aspects. 
 
Reviewer: Patricia Stachiw, Serials Collection Development Librarian, Columbia University Augustus 
C. Long Health Sciences Library, ps2118@columbia.edu  
 
Table of Contents: 

1. The First Case of Alzheimer’s Disease 1 
2. Close-Up of a Brain 16 
3. Finding the Pattern 25 
4. Diagnosing Alzheimer’s Disease 74 
5. Reactions: Denial, Anger and Depression 83 
6. Caring for Someone with Alzheimer’s Disease 91 
7. Other Types of Dementia 134 
8. What Causes Alzheimer’s Disease 154 
9. Legal Issues 166 
10. Treatments for Alzheimer’s Disease 187 

Table of Drugs 205 
Glossary 206 
Further Resources 210 
Index 213 
 
The book starts out by giving us a chilling account of the first case of Alzheimer’s Disease and by the 
end of this first chapter, the reader is hooked.  It is not possible to learn about Auguste and not want 
to know more about this horrible yet fascinating disease. 
 
The book gives a lot of information about the cause, diagnosis, signs and symptoms, and treatment of 
Alzheimer’s Disease.   I think the most useful information is in the chapter on how to care for 
someone with the disease.  The guide to what to expect during the various stages of the disease 
would be valuable to anyone caring for an Alzheimer’s patient.  
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At the back of the book is a comprehensive table of drugs (listed by generic and brand names) for the 
symptomatic treatment of Alzheimer’s.  The book also has a good glossary, an index, and a section 
listing other resources such as organizations (addresses and websites), books and videos. 
 
In the introduction, the author writes that Alzheimer’s “happens not only to the people who have the 
disease, but also to those around them”.  This is a good book for anyone who is involved in the care 
an Alzheimer’s disease patient.    Because of the way in which the author presents the information, it 
is an easy book to read and would have great appeal to the general public. 
  
This book should be a part of every consumer health collection and would not be out of place in a 
hospital or academic library.   
 
Medicine—Internal—Endocrine Diseases 
 
2798.  Early Diagnosis and Treatment of Endocrine Disorders, edited by Robert S. Bar.  Totowa, 
NJ, Humana Press, 2003.  369p., illus., bibliog., index. (Contemporary Endocrinology).  ISBN 1-
58829-193-6.  $125.00.  LC Call no.: RC648.E274 2003.  NLM Call no.: WK 140 E12 2003. 
 
Subjects: Endocrine Glands—Diseases; Endocrine Diseases-Pathophysiology; Endocrine Diseases—
Diagnosis; Endocrine Diseases—Therapy. 
 
34 contributors. 
 
Reviewer: Claudine Jenda, Agriculture Librarian, Auburn University Libraries, jendaca@auburn.edu  
 
Table of Contents: 

1. Thyroid Cancer 1 
2. Hypothyroidism 37 
3. Hyperthyroidism 53 
4. Type 1 Diabetes 69 
5. Type 2 Diabetes 87 
6. Diabetes Mellitus 111 
7. Obesity 123 
8. Dyslipidemia 163 
9. Polycystic Ovarian Syndrome 181 
10. Acromegaly 201 
11. Pituitary Tumors Other Than Acromegaly 229 
12. Multiple Endocrine Neoplasia Types 1, 2a, and 2b 239 
13. Addison’s Disease 253 
14. Cushing’s Syndrome 269 
15. Hypercalcemia and Hypocalcemia 277 
16. Pheochromocytoma 297 
17. Hypogonadism in Men and Women 313 
18. Osteoporosis and Osteomalacia 327 

Index 359 
 
Early Diagnosis and Treatment of Endocrine Disorders is a compilation of articles by well-known 
physicians and researchers in the area of endocrinology.  There are 34 authors including the editor.  
The authors are affiliated with schools of medicine at departments of endocrinology such as John 
Hopkins, University of California-Los Angeles, Oregon Health and Sciences University, including Mayo 
Clinic, Merck & Co, and the National Institutes of Health.  Of the 34 authors ten, including the editor, 
are from the University of Iowa College of Medicine.   
 
The aim of this book is provide to an endocrinologist, a medical student, primary care physician, 
hospital staff and other research scientists the information they need to recognize the early signs and 
symptoms as well as current treatment therapies for all endocrine diseases.  The book covers common 
hormonal or endocrine diseases such as thyroid diseases, diabetes mellitus, and pituitary disorders.  
Also covered are some newly classified endocrine diseases such as obesity and hypogonadism.   There 
are 18 chapters in all, each one devoted to a given endocrine disease.  For each disorder, the 
author(s) gives a description of the disorder, the incidence and prevalence of the disease, the 
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pathophysiology, signs and symptoms, diagnosis, and recommended treatment.  Each chapter carries 
many illustrations and tables and has extensive references to relevant research that supports the 
author(s) positions.  Bibliographies of reference papers are given at the end of each chapter.  Care has 
been taken to include newer diagnostic tests and newer treatment options that may apply. 
 
Readers of this title will find it most useful as a review of research on each endocrine disorder, 
although this may not have been the intended purpose of this book.  This title is highly recommended 
to academic and special libraries with graduate and research level collections in biological sciences, 
medicine, pharmacy, nutrition and food sciences and nursing and related health areas.  Also 
recommended for public libraries with comprehensive collections in biology and medicine or those 
serving an informed user group with an interest in hormone function and disorders. 
 
Medicine—Internal—Hearing 
 
2799.  Textbook of Audiological Medicine: Clinical Aspects of Hearing and Balance, edited by 
Linda M. Luxon, Joseph M. Furman, Alessandro Martini, Dafydd Stephens.  New York, NY, Martin 
Dunitz/Taylor & Francis, 2003.  956p., illus., bibliog., index.  ISBN 1-90186-534-7.  $225.00.  LC Call 
no.: RF290.T49 2003. 
 
Subjects: Hearing Disorders; Audiology; Vestibular Apparatus—Diseases.   
 
84 contributors. 
 
Reviewer: Pamela Ortega, Assistant Professor, Library Services, Eastern Illinois University Library, 
cfpfo@eiu.edu  
 

1. Fundamentals of Audiological and  Vestibular Medicine 3 
2. Audiology 147 
3. Auditory Disorders and Their Management 339 
4. Vestibular Science 641 
5. Vestibular Disorders and Their Management 773 

Index 929 
 
Intended for physicians, scientists, and clinicians in differing disciplines who work with hearing and/or 
balance disordered patients; this textbook brings together chapters written by more than 80 
international contributors who are either practitioners or professors in their respective fields.  The 
preface states that “This volume aims to integrate the science and medicine of auditory and vestibular 
disorders, providing the first comprehensive Textbook of Audiological Medicine.”   It does indeed 
offer even-handed and comprehensive coverage of the two clinical disciplines of hearing and balance 
which, though distinct, are nevertheless closely related by anatomy and physiology. 
 
The book is divided into five main sections, beginning with areas of common knowledge to both the 
auditory and vestibular systems. Then each system is considered first in terms of its anatomy and 
physiology and various other aspects of its functions, clinical tests, etc., and then in terms of that 
system’s various disorders and their management.  In total, there are 55 chapters, each with copious 
references and some with their own appendices.  The entire textbook is beautifully illustrated with 
ample, clear photographs and illustrations as well as easy-to-read graphs and tables.  There are 
frequent insertions in each chapter of colored boxes with summary lists or basic points, which facilitate 
this textbook’s usefulness.  Several chapters also include helpful glossaries of terms. 
 
This is a basic textbook, which will be useful to physicians, audiologists, speech pathologists, and any 
clinician who works with individuals with auditory or vestibular disorders.  It is very accessible  to 
undergraduate students in any of these interrelated disciplines and, thus, is recommended for 
academic libraries and health sciences collections.   
 
Medicine—Internal—Heart 
 
2800.  Oxidative Stress and Cardiac Failure, edited by Marrick L. Kukin, Valentin Fuster.  Armonk, 
NY, Futura Publishing Co., 2003.  291p., illus. (part in color), bibliog., index.  ISBN 0-87993-709-2.  
$84.95.  LC Call no.: RC682.9.O96 2003.  NLM Call no.: WG 370 O98 2003. 
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Subjects: Heart Failure—Pathophysiology; Stress (Physiology); Free Radicals (Chemistry)—
Pathophysiology; Active Oxygen—Pathophysiology; Heart Failure, Congestive—Physiopathology; 
Oxidative Stress-Physiology. 
 
32 contributors. 
 
Reviewer: Claudine Jenda, Agriculture Librarian, Auburn University Libraries, jendaca@auburn.edu  
 
Table of Contents: 
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10. Angiotensin II Receptor Blockers and Oxidative Stress 197 
11. Microvasculature and Oxidative Stress, with Special Emphasis on the Acute Coronary 

Syndromes 213 
12. The Role of Reactive Oxygen Species in the Pathogenesis of Endothelial Dysfunction in 

Patients with Chronic Heart Failure 241 
13. Antioxidant Vitamins and Apoptosis 265 

Index 283 
 
This is a research monograph composed of thirteen papers that discuss topics related to heart failure.  
The papers are written by medical doctors and research scientists from the United States, United 
Kingdom, Canada and China.  Through a careful review of the published research, the authors of this 
book propose a link between heart failure and oxidative stress.  Free radicals are charged atoms and 
molecules that have unpaired electrons. They occur naturally in nature and are formed when oxygen 
reacts with certain molecules.  Examples are reactive species of oxygen, nitrogen, or chlorine such as 
superoxides, hydroxyl ions, hydrogen peroxide, and nitric oxide. In the absence of the protective 
benefits of antioxidants, free radicals become highly reactive and may cause damage to important 
cellular components or cell membranes and interfere with cellular function or cause cell death and 
thereby compromise the functioning of in an organ or tissue.  A body of scientific literature exis ts 
which shows the negative effects of free radicals when they damage cellular protein, lipids and nucleic 
acids.  Oxidative damage to cells is thought to be a causative factor of many diseases such as cancer, 
parkinson’s disease, down’s syndrome, pre -mature aging.   
 
For years, heart failure has been thought to occur when there is heart muscle dysfunction.  In this 
book, the authors propose the idea that heart disease should be thought of as a syndrome that 
encompasses a spectrum of disease states with multiple symptoms.  And that the disease process 
occurs when the neuro-hormonal, cellular and molecular body systems are not functioning properly.  
The key argument that runs as a theme in all papers of this book is that oxidative damage is the 
common determining factor that triggers heart muscle dysfunction, cellular growth and remodeling 
and myocyte death, and all the processes which occur in heart failure cases.   In this book, it is 
reported that clinical trial research is not conclusive as to whether antioxidants are an effective part of 
the therapies used to manage heart failure patients. 
 
The papers in this book are interesting to read as they introduce this new paradigm of studying and 
understanding heart failure.  The first two chapters provide an overview of our current understanding 
of heart failure highlighting its importance, epidemiology, clinical signs and symptoms, current 
treatment therapies, and the pathophysiology of chronic heart failure.  Chapters 3-7 discuss free 
radical research and start by covering the chemistry of free radicals in biological systems; followed by 
the experimental evidence of oxidative stress in heart failure.  More discussion follows on animal 
models and oxidative stress. This is followed by a chapter that models how an increase in oxygen free 
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radicals, iron and cytokines can lead to heart failure.  Chapters 8-13 study the antioxidant effects of 
various drugs used as treatment for heart failure.  There are chapters on the use of beta -blockers and 
angiotensin -converting enzymes and how they regulate oxidative stress.  The last three chapters 
report on studies of microvasculature and oxidative stress; reactive oxygen species; and antioxidant 
vitamins and cellular apoptosis.  At the end of each chapter, there are extensive listings of references 
cited in the articles.  The groupings of the chapters are logical and well organized.  The book is also 
well illustrated.  The index at the end of the book, though, could have been expanded. 
 
This book should have a wide appeal to students, practitioners, and research scientists in the 
biomedical field.  It is highly recommended for academic and special libraries.  Because of the new 
approaches the book proposes, this book is also recommended for public libraries that serve users 
interested in this important disease. 
 
Medicine—Internal—Hemoglobin Disorders 
 
2801.  Hemoglobin Disorders: Molecular Methods and Protocols, edited by Ronald L. Nagel.  
Totowa, NJ, Humana Press, 2003.  300p., illus., bibliog., index.  (Methods in Molecular Medicine, v. 
82).  ISBN 0-89603-962-5.  $99.50.  LC Call no.: RC641.7.H35H444 2003.  NLM Call no.: WH 25 
H489 2003. 
 
Subjects: Hemoglobinopathy—Laboratory Manuals. 
 
24 contributors. 
 
Reviewer: Agnes A. Bongero, Consultant, Retired Senior Information Resource Specialist, Henry Ford 
Hospital Sladen Library, abongero@hotmail.com  
 
Table of Contents: 

1. X-Ray Crystallography of Hemoglobins 1 
2. Analysis of Hemoglobins and Globin Chains by High-Performance Liquid Chromatography 

21 
3. Purification and Molecular Analysis of hemoglobin by High-Performance Liquid 

Chromatography 31 
4. Oxygen Equilibrium Measurements of Human Red Blood Cells 49 
5. Measurement of Rate Constants for Reactions of O2, CO, and NO with Hemoglobin 65 
6. Electrophoretic Methods for Study of Hemoglobins 93 
7. DNA Diagnosis of Hemoglobin Mutations 101 
8. Methods for Analysis of Prenatal Diagnosis 117 
9. Hemoglobin Fluorescence 133 
10. Nucleation and Crystal Growth of Hemoglobins 155 
11. Semisynthesis of Hemoglobin 177 
12. beta-Globin-like Gene Cluster Haplotypes in Hemoglobinopathies 195 
13. Transgenic Mice and Hemoglobinopathies 213 
14. Recombinant Single Globin-Chain Expression and Purification 243 
15. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance of hemoglobins 251 
16. Solubility Measurement of the Sickle Polymer 271 

Index 289 
 
Here is a practical handbook of analytical methods used in hemoglobin disorder research.  The editor, 
Ronald L. Nagel, has edited other significant books on hemoglobin disorders and the chapter authors 
include important persons in the field. 
                                                                              
Most of the chapters present techniques used to study disorders of the hemoglobin molecule.  These 
methods include x-ray crystallography, HPLC, electrophoresis, NMR, hemoglobin fluorescence and DNA 
diagnosis of hemoglobin mutations.  By including the step-by-step protocols, the authors have 
provided the opportunity for other researchers and clinicians to reproduce their work.  The chapter 
authors have also included notes and precautions on the methods presented as well as extensive 
references for further study. 
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Although the book is a handbook of analytical techniques, the preface is really a short 12 page review 
of the significant developments in the scientific progress made in understanding hemoglobin disorders 
through molecular research.  The editor presents brief notations of the scientists who have provided 
major contributions to the progress in the field.  Although it seems disjointed given the technical 
manual nature of the book, nevertheless it made for interesting information and whetted the appetite 
to read more about the work of these remarkable people. 
                                                                               
This book would be a valuable addition to health and science libraries at academic, medical and 
research institutions. 
 
Medicine—Internal—Infections 
 
2802.  Opportunistic Infections: Treatment and Prophylaxis, by Vassil St. Georgiev.  Totowa, 
NJ, Humana Press, 2003.  545p., bibliog., index. (Infectious Disease).  ISBN 1-58829-009-3.  
$135.00.  LC Call no.: RC112.O676 2003. 
 
Subjects: Opportunistic Infections. 
 
Reviewer: Agnes A. Bongero, Consultant, Retired Senior Information Resource Specialists, Henry 
Ford Hospital Sladen Library, abongero@hotmail.com  
 
Table of Contents: 
Part 1. Viral Infections 

1. Cytomegalovirus 3 
2. Varicella-Zostyer Virus (Herpes Zoster) Infections 23 
3. Herpes Simplex Virus 33 

Part 2. Bacterial Infections 
4. Nocardia spp 55 
5. Oerskovia ssp 71 
6. Rhodococcus equi 73 
7. Tsukamurella ssp 79 
8. Mycobacterium Tuberculosis 81 
9. Mycobacterium bovis 91 
10. Nontuberculous Mycobacterial Infections 95 
11. Listeria Monocytogenes 129 
12. Gastrointestinal Infections in the Immunocompromised Host 135 

Part 3. Parasitic Infections 
13. Cryptosporidium spp 143 
14. Isospora spp 159 
15. Toxoplasma Gondii 163 
16. Microsporidia 183 
17. Strongyloides Stercoralis 195 
18. Cyclospora spp 205 

Part 4. Fungal Infections 
19. Cryptococcus Neoformans 213 
20. Candida Albicans 239 
21. Emerging Candida spp Infections 269 
22. Trichosporon Beigelii 291 
23. Rhodotorula spp 299 
24. Hansenula (Pichia) spp 303 
25. Dematiaceous Fungal Infections: Phaeohyphomycosis and Chromoblastomycosis 307 
26. Hyalohyphomycosis 343 
27. Histoplasma spp 383 
28. African Histoplasmosis 409 
29. Blastomyces Dermatitidis 413 
30. Aspergillus spp 429 
31. Coccidioides Immitis 461 
32. Paracoccidioides Brasiliensis 483 
33. Penicilium Marneffei 495 
34. Zygomycosis (Mucormycosis, Phycomycosis) 501 
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35. Pneumocystis Carinii 507 
Index 535 
 
The author indicates that the major goal of this book is to provide a guide for clinicians treating 
immunodeficient or immunosuppressed patients who may be at risk for infections from opportunistic 
microbial agents, which ordinarily do not cause severe disease in normal hosts.  By providing 
treatment and prophylaxis information in a way that is quickly and easily found, this book appears to 
fulfill the author’s goal.  In addition, the book is a ready resource of references to the literature on the 
major opportunistic infectious agents—viral, bacterial, fungal and parasitic. 
 
A particular strength of the book is that the therapies described and recommended are based on 
evidence, particularly the results of large-scale clinical trials, rather than opinion.  However, reports of 
cases involving individuals and small groups of patients are used as well. 
                                                                               
The target audience for the book is the practicing clinician. Researchers, investigators, pharmacy 
personnel would also find it a useful resource.  The book is recommended for hospital, medical, 
academic libraries to complement a collection devoted to the treatment of microbial infections and on 
opportunistic infections. 
 
Medicine—Internal—Infectious Diseases 
 
2803.  Therapy of Infectious Diseases, edited by Larry M. Baddour, Sherwood L. Gorbach.  
Philadelphia, PA, Saunders/Elsevier Science, 2003.  815p., illus., bibliog., index.  ISBN 0-7216-8145-
X.  $99.00.  LC Call no.: RC111.B33 2003. 
 
Subjects: Communicable Diseases—Treatment. 
 
62 contributors. 
 
Reviewer: Mark Spasser, Chief, Library and Information Services/Associate Professor, Jewish Hospital 
College of Nursing and Allied Health Library, mas1200@bjc.org  
 
Table of Contents: 

1. Head and Neck Infections 25 
2. Upper Respiratory Tract Infections 43 
3. Lower Respiratory Tract Infections 119 
4. Cardiovascular Infections 141 
5. Intra-Abdominal Infections 187 
6. Central Nervous System Infections 223 
7. Skin and Supporting Structure Infections 309 
8. Toxin-Mediated Infections 349 
9. Miscellaneous Infections 369 
10. Tropical Diseases 579 
11. Zoonoses and Infections Associated with Outdoor Exposure 617 
12. Bioterrorism 723 

Index 787 
 
Therapy of Infectious Diseases focuses on prevention and treatment of infectious diseases.  It 
provides comprehensive and detailed information on syndromes and patient management, offering 
guidelines regarding infections of head and neck, respiratory, and cardiovascular systems, the intra -
abdominal region, the central nervous system, and skin.  Toxin-mediated infections, tropical diseases, 
zoonoses, and infections associated with outdoor exposure, bioterrorism, and fungus are addressed as 
well. A chapter on miscellaneous infections covers Kawasaki Syndrome; sepsis; fever of undetermined 
origin; viral, bacterial, and protozoal infectious diarrhea; obstetric - gynecologic infections; urinary 
tract infections; STDs; HIV infection and  antiretroviral therapy; and atypical mycobacterial infections. 
 
This text offers evidence -based management recommendations as well as personal suggestions 
(“clinical pearls”) from expert contributors in areas where there is not enough data to otherwise direct 
treatment decisions.  Baddour is a consultant with the Mayo Clinic's Division of Infectious Diseases and 
Gorbach is affiliated with Tufts University School of Medicine. The focus is on syndromes instead of 
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pathogens, reflecting the empiric nature of infectious disease therapy and making it very useful for 
clinicians. 
 
Provides an extensive list of up-to-date references in each chapter. 
 
The audience for Therapy of Infectious Diseases is clinicians who deal with infectious diseases.  
While there are some competing overviews of therapies of infectious diseases [e.g., Schlossberg, D., 
(Ed.). (2001). Current Therapy of Infectious Disease, 2nd ed. St. Louis, Mosby], this volume 
should find a place in many health sciences libraries.  
 
Medicine—Internal—Liver 
 
2804.  Extracellular Matrix and the Liver: Approach to Gene Therapy , edited by Isao Okazaki, 
Yoshifumi Ninomiya, Scott L. Friedman, Kyuichi Tanikasa.  San Diego, CA, Academic Press/Elsevier 
Science, 2003.  467p., illus., bibliog., index.  ISBN 0-12-525251-X.  $129.95.  LC Call no.: 
RC848.C5E98 2003. 
 
Subjects: Liver—Cirrhosis—Treatment; Liver—Cirrhosis—Gene Therapy; Gene Therapy  
 
79 contributors. 
 
Reviewer: Agnes A. Bongero, Consultant, Retired Senior Information Resource Specialist, Henry Ford 
Hospital Sladen Library, abongero@hotmail.com  
 
Table of Contents: 
Part 1. Basic Science of Extracellular Matrix. 

1. New Insights into the Extracellular Matrix 3 
2. Dynamic Regulation of Basement Membrane Collagen IV Gene Expression in Malignant 

Tumors 24 
3. Regulation of Phenotypes of Human Aorta Endothelial Cells and Smooth Muscle Cells in 

Culture Type IV Collagen Aggregates 39 
4. Functions of Proteoglycan/Glycosaminoglycan in Liver 55 
5. SPARC, a Matricellular Protein that Regulates Cell-Matrix Interactions 76 

Part 2. Cells Responsible for Extracellular Matrix Production 
6. Cells Responsible for Extracellular Matrix production in the Liver 89 
7. Different Hepatic Cell Populations of the Fibroblast Lineage with Fibrogenic Potential 106 
8. Role of Sinusoidal Endothelial Cells in Liver Inflammation and Repair 136 

Part 3. Activation Mechanism of hepatic Stellate Cells and Signal Transduction 
9. Molecular Mechanism of Stellate Cell Activation and Extracellular Matrix Remodeling 155 
10. Peroxisome Proliferator-Activated Receptor gamma and Hepatic Stellate Cell Activation 

179 
11. Role of Histone Deacetylases in Transcriptional Control of the Hepatic Stellate Cell 

Phenotype 190 
12. Profibrogenic Actions of Hepatic Stellate Cells 208 
13. Transcriptional Activation of Type 1 Collagen Gene during Hepatic Fibrogenesis 234 

Part 4. Basic Science of Matrix Metalloproteinases and Tissue Inhibitor Metalloproteinases 
14. Advances in Matric Metalloproteinases 251 
15. Transcriptional Regulation of Matrix Metalloproteinases 277 
16. Knockout Mice of Matrix Metalloproteinase Genes 299 
17. Structures and Functions of Tissue Inhibitors of Metalloproteinases 310 

Part 5. Matrix Metalloproteinases and Tissue Inhibitors of Metalloproteinases in Liver Fibrosis  
18. Gene Expression of Matrix Metalloproteinases in Acute and Chronic Liver Injuries 333 
19. Role of Tissue Inhibitors of Metalloproteinases (TIMPs) in the Progression and Regression 

of Liver Fibrosis 348 
20. Stem Cells Expressing Matrix Metalloproteinase-13 mRNA Appear during Regression 

Reversal of Hepatic Cirrhosis 362 
Part 6. New Strategies for the Treatment of Liver Cirrhosis 

21. Retinoids in Liver Fibrosis 392 
22. Role of Growth Hormone Resistance and Impaired Insulin-Like Growth Factor I 

Bioavailabilty in the Pathogenesis of Cirrhosis and its Complications 406 
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23. Resolution of Liver Fibrosis in Hepatitis C Patients by Interferon Therapy and Prevention of 
Hepatocellular Carcinoma 431 

24. Possible Gene Therapy for Liver Cirrhosis 443 
Index 455 
 
Here are 24 papers that were presented at the “International Conference on New Strategies for the 
Treatment of Liver Cirrhosis” at the 33rd annual meeting of the Japanese Society for Connective Tissue 
Research held June 6-9, 2001 in Tokyo.  The papers are the work of experts in basic science and 
clinical hepatology who had been invited by the editors to contribute manuscripts.  The goal of the 
conference was to present progress being made in developing gene therapies for the treatment of liver 
cirrhosis.  The papers presented focused on the mechanisms of formation and degradation of the 
extracellular matrix compared with those in the liver and the possibilities for gene therapy as new 
strategies for treating liver cirrhosis. All papers have extensive bibliographies.  There are many 
illustration (black and white as well as color) and a comprehensive index. 
                                                                              
While this book may have a limited audience, it would be a good addition to medical, academic and 
research libraries supporting research and treatment of liver disease as well as those in institutions 
conducting research on gene therapy.  It is good to see an organization publish papers presented at a 
conference since so many are often difficult to obtain.   
 
Medicine—Internal—Stroke 
 
2805.  Stroke: A Comprehensive Guide to “Brain Attacks”, Everything You Need to Know, by 
Vladimir Hachinski, Larissa Hachinski.  Buffalo, NY, Firefly Books, 2003.  144p., bibliog., index. (Your 
Personal Health).  ISBN 1-55209-642-4. $14.95.  LC Call no.: RC388.5.H33 2003. 
 
Subjects: Cerebrovascular Disease—Popular Works; Cerebrovascular Disease—Treatment—Popular 
Works. 
 
Reviewer: Mary O’Dea, Acquisitions Librarian, The Newberry Library, odeam@newberry.org  
 
Table of Contents: 

1. Understanding Stroke 1  
2. Causes of Stroke 7 
3. Who Is at Risk of Stroke 21 
4. Women and Stroke 31 
5. Symptoms 37 
6. Diagnosis 39 
7. Treatment 45 
8. Rehabilitation 55 
9. Living with the After Effects of Stroke 71 
10. Preventing Strokes before they Happen 89 
11. Preventing Strokes before they Happen Again 105 
12. Progress and Hope 119 

Table of Drug Names 125 
Glossary 127 
Further Resources 131 
Index 135 
 
This book is a laypersons book on stroke.  In her Foreword, author Larissa Hachinski states, “Our goal 
has been to create a book to educate and inform people about brain attack.  Health professionals 
often forget how difficult it can be for non-experts to understand their jargon, and we have tried to 
present all the essential information in clear and accessible language.” (x) The authors also have the 
unstated goal of linking the concept of the stroke event with the term ‘brain attack’ (see p. ix for the 
origin of this term).  The terms ‘stroke’ and ‘brain attack’ are used interchangeably throughout the 
text. 
       
The book’s first five chapters are fairly strong.  In them are explained the pathology of stroke, its 
symptoms, known general risk factors, and risk factors specific to women.  The information given 
there is consistent with current understanding and practice, and is therefore useful. Unfortunately, in 
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the case of this book as a whole, what one hand giveth, the other hand taketh away.  The book is not 
well organized; it is poorly indexed; it directs the reader to further resources in only the most general 
way—there are neither footnotes, nor a list of sources consulted; and there are shortcomings in the 
writing.  
  
Medicine—Public Health 
 
2806.  Fatal Deception: The Untold Story of Asbestos; Why It Is Still Legal and Still Killing 
Us, by Michael Bower.  Emmaus, PA, Rodale, 2003.  323p., illus.  ISBN 1-57954-684-6.  $24.95.  LC 
Call no.: RA1231.A8B69 2003.  NLM Call no.: WA 754 B786f 2003. 
 
Subjects: Asbestos—Health Aspects; Asbestos—Environmental Aspects; Asbestos—Adverse Effects—
Popular Works; Environmental Exposure—Popular Works; Industry—Popular Works; Public Policy—
Popular Works. 
 
Reviewer: Jitka Hurych, Professor and Head of Science, Engineering and Business Department at 
Northern Illinois University Founders Memorial Library, jitka@niu.edu  
 
Table of Contents: 

1. Serpent in the Rock 3 
2. A Plague of Epic Proportions 15 
3. Libby’s Deadly Fields 25 
4. The Disease of Slaves 43 
5. Following the Toxic Trail 61 
6. 1940-1980: The Cover-Up 87 
7. Death by Millions of Cuts 109 
8. Justice Denied 131 
9. 1980-2002: Political Failures 145 
10. A Legal Reckoning 161 
11. The EPA Lands in Libby 187 
12. Why Asbestos Remains America’s Most Lethal Secret 211 
13. A Town Divided 225 
14. Targeting Third World Markets 241 
15. Bankruptcies and the Cowardly Lion 259 
16. Cover-Up at Ground Zero 277 
17. The $500 Million Silver Bullet 293 
18. Toward Banning Asbestos 309 

 
“Asbestos is not a threat of the past. It is a present and future killer,” says the author of this scary 
book. The book is a passionate and urgent appeal to ban asbestos. Although journals of medical, 
insurance, and trade associations have warned of danger of asbestos since the early 1900s and even 
the medical evidence dates back to 1899, consumers and workers have never been told the full extent 
of danger. 
 
Bowker presents stories of individuals and their families from the town Libby, Montana, the site of an 
unprecedented environmental disaster. The Libby mine is rich in a shiny black rock called vermiculite, 
which when heated expands to about seventeen times its original size and this new amazing material 
is what became known as asbestos. People who worked in the mine and members of their families 
have been dying of cancer and related diseases. 
 
The mine bought in the nineteen sixties by W. R. Grace Company is one of the largest ever found in 
the world. Asbestos has been obviously a big business. According to the author of this book, asbestos 
brings at least as much profit as tobacco. It has been used in everything from insulation and vehicles 
to animal feed, potting soil, fertilizers, paints, fireplaces, etc. Because of fortunes made by several 
large companies on this “miracle mineral,” the disastrous effects on people’s health have been 
misunderstood, underestimated, or purposely minimized. 
 
It has been observed that exposure to asbestos is related to increased levels of several types of 
cancer. In 1989, the Environmental Protection Agency determined that no level of asbestos was safe. 
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However, the ban on asbestos was challenged in the court by asbestos industries and overturned on 
technicality in 1991. 
 
It is sad that even our government has ignored asbestos-related diseases, and little federal money has 
been spent on research dealing with effects of asbestos on human health. Even the number of victims 
of asbestos-related cancer has been often underestimated. The only solution to eliminate this threat to 
human health is, according to the author, a total ban. 
 
Although the author is an investigative journalist specializing in environment and health, and is 
obviously passionate about the subject, the book is not sensationalistic. The facts are simply stated 
and the Libby people interviews speak for themselves. 
 
The greatest irony of all is that tons of asbestos from Libby mine was found in the World Trade Center. 
The American Lung Association’s proclamation “When you can’t breath, nothing else matters” is the 
most poignant motto for this book.  
 
Highly recommended for academic as well as public libraries. 
 
Meteorology 
 
2807.  Tornado: Nature’s Ultimate Windstorm, by Thomas P. Grazulis.  Norman, OK, University of 
Oklahoma Press, 2001.  324p., illus., bibliog., index.  (RedRiver Books).  ISBN 0-8061-3538-7. 
$19.95.  LC Call no.: QC955.G74 2001. 
 
Subjects: Tornadoes. 
 
Reviewer: Robert B. Ridinger, Chair, Electronic Information Resources Management, Northern Illinois 
University Founders Memorial Library, c60rbr1@corn.cso.niu.edu  
 
Table of Contents: 

1. Tornadoes Past and Present 3 
2. In the Wake of a Tornado 15 
3. Tornado Life Cycle 27 
4. Tornado Formation 50 
5. Tornado Forecasting and Warnings 77 
6. Tornado Wind Speeds 117 
7. Fujita Scale of Tornado Intensity 130 
8. Tornado Myths 146 
9. Tornado Safety 159 
10. Approaching the Unapproachable 174 
11. Tornado numbers and Records 194 
12. Tornadoes by Decade 215 
13. Tornadoes Outside the United States 251 
14. Tornado Risk 264 
15. Final Thoughts 283 

Appendix: Deadliest U. S. Tornadoes 291 
Suggested Further Reading 303 
References 305 
Index 315 
 
Written by the director of the Tornado Project and compiler of Significant Tornadoes, 1680- 1993, 
this is a very well organized and readable discussion of the history of scientific investigation of 
tornadoes and their internal atmospheric dynamics based on contemporary models. The illustrations 
are well chosen, with the use of photographs from specific tornadic occurrences (both of cloud types, 
funnels shapes, and the devastation within the damage paths) particularly striking. The fifteen 
chapters begin by addressing significant past tornados of 1928 and 1932 through eyewitness and 
historical accounts, then move to explore the life cycle of a tornado and the conditions which may 
promote the creation of a mesocyclone.  The history of efforts to forecast the likelihood of tornados, 
wind speeds and the creation of the scale used to measure tornadic storm intensity by Ted Fujita of 
the University of Chicago are presented in detail in separate chapters. Ten popular myths about 
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tornadoes, ranging from various strategies for safety within and building to withstand these storms, 
the numbers and records of occurrence, tornadoes by decade within the United States and their 
occurrence outside the US and evaluating the risk of tornados. 
 
This is an excellent treatment of a continually popular topic and will be useful to update the holdings 
of college and university library collections serving undergraduate and graduate programs in 
meteorology and atmospheric physics, as well as large public libraries. 
 
Microbiology 
 
2808.  Vaccine Book, edited by Barry R. Bloom, Paul-Henri Lambert.  San Diego, CA, Academic 
Press, 2003.  436p., illus. (part in color), bibliog., index.  ISBN 0-12-107258-4.  $59.95.  LC Call no.: 
QR189.V233 2003. 
 
Subjects: Vaccines.   
 
51 contributors. 
 
Reviewer: Sunny Lynn Worel, Consultant, sunny@tc.umn.edu  
 
Table of Contents: 

1. Global Burden of Disease 1 
2. Immunology 51 
3. Trial Design for Vaccines 85 
4. Ethics and Vaccines 1219 
5. Understanding Microbial Pathogenesis as a Basis for Vaccine Design 129 
6. Disease States and Vaccines: Selected Cases 179 
7. Economics of Vaccines: From Vaccine Candidate to Commercialized Product 345 
8. Vaccine Safety: real and Perceived Issues 371 
9. Introduction of New Vaccines in the Healthcare System 392 
10. Future Challenges for Vaccines and Immunization 412 

Index 427 
 
Vaccines remain a  powerful tool for public health in the fight against infectious diseases.  In the past, 
vaccines helped nearly eradicate diseases such as smallpox and polio.  Now, new advances in 
knowledge and technology enhance the potential of vaccines in controlling emerging diseases.  The 
Vaccine Book provides a thorough review on a wide variety of topics regarding vaccines and 
immunization. 
 
The Vaccine Book reviews the general scientific principles of vaccines and immunization.  Several 
chapters discuss cellular and humoral immunity as it relates to vaccines.  A section regarding the 
immune response and immunization requirements for early life is included since many immunization 
programs target young children.  Epidemiological implications of immunization such as containment, 
elimination, eradication, and surveillance are also thoroughly covered. 
                                                                                
Almost half of the Vaccine Book discusses specific vaccines.  Topics in these chapters relate 
information of interest regarding specific vaccine composition, development, immune mechanisms, 
safety, and future directions.  The information provided is technical and specific to each infectious 
agent of consideration.  Thorough discussions of well-established vaccines against Polio, Rubella, 
Pertussis, and Steptococcus pneuomoniae are included.  Potential vaccines chapters cover AIDS, 
Malaria, Helicobacter pylori, and Human Papillomavirus.  Future vaccine improvements against 
Tuberculosis and Rotovirus are discussed. 
                                
In addition to the scientific information presented on specific vaccines, economic aspects of 
immunization appear in the Vaccine Book.  A chapter discusses the overall cost effectiveness 
regarding immunizations when compared to the costs associated with a disease.  Another section 
discusses vaccine economics from an industrial development and production standpoint.  Economic 
issues about integrating a new vaccine into the healthcare system are also discussed. 
The Vaccine Book covers many ethical and social issues regarding vaccines and immunization.  
Weighing the risks and benefits from immunization decisions is one example.  Providing access to 
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vaccines in both industrialized and developing countries is another.  Clinical trial issues such as 
informed consent, equity in selecting subjects, and control group immunization is covered.  The book 
also discusses the weighing of the public good versus an individuals right to abstain from 
immunization. 
 
The Vaccine Book is recommended for academic health science libraries and corporate libraries 
interested in vaccine development.  Individual researchers studying vaccines, students, and public 
health officials may also benefit from the information found in this book. 
 
Natural History 
 
2809.  Elsevier’s Dictionary of Nature and Hunting in English, French, Russian, German and 
Latin, compiled by C. Zykov.  New York, NY, Elsevier, 2002.  506p.  ISBN 0-444-50420-6.  $150.00.  
LC Call no.: QH13.E45 2002. 
 
Subjects: Natural History—Dictionaries—Polyglot; Natural Conservation—Dictionaries—Polyglot; 
Hunting—Dictionaries—Polyglot; Dictionaries—Polyglot. 
 
Reviewer: Lara Ursin, Instruction Librarian, Washington State University Holland/New Library, 
lursin@wsu.edu with Jane Scales, Slavic Literature Subject Specialist, Washington State University 
 
No Table of Contents. 
 
This polyglot dictionary is a unique reference tool.  Covering more than 5,000 terms, including wildlife, 
botanical and nature-related terminology, the selection of vocabulary ranges from recreational to 
scientific.  
 
The editor contributed a helpful introduction, which includes a listing of previously published 
multilingual dictionaries relating to nature and hunting (i.e.: UNESCO’s seven language dictionary of 
conservation terms and the Severtsov Institute's set of bilingual biological dictionaries). Records of 
these and other dictionaries can easily be retrieved from WorldCat for subject headings to help the 
patron locate even more resources.   
 
Arranged in alphabetical order under the English word, the French, German, Russian and Latin (where 
applicable) counterparts are listed complete with gender, part of speech, and accent marks (or 
indications) to assist with usage and pronunciation. French, German, Russian and Latin indexes are 
cross-referenced by entry numbers to the English entries – so the user may easily move from one 
language to another.  
 
Multilinguists might find in the editor’s method of language denotation a little awkward or distracting.  
Languages are indicated: “f” for French, “d” for German, “r” for Russian, and “l” for Latin.  
 
The dictionary’s preface lists the resource as being useful to a wide range of users including biologists, 
travelers, hunters and translators.  Academic institutions with programs in travel and tourism, 
recreational studies and the entire gamut of biological and nature related programs might also be 
added to the listing for this highly useful and recommended dictionary. 
 
Ophthalmology 
 
2810.  Clinical Manual of Specialized Contact Lens Prescribing, edited by Terry R. Scheid.  
Woburn, MA, Butterworth-Heinemann, 2002.  222p., color illus., bibliog., index.  ISBN 0-7506-9924-8.  
$44.99.  LC Call no.: RE977.C6C523 2002.  NLM Call no.: WW 39 C6407 2002.   
 
Subjects: Contact Lenses—Handbooks, Manuals, etc.; Optometry—Methods—Handbooks; 
Prescriptions, Non-Drug—Handbooks; Refractive Errors—Handbooks. 
 
10 contributors. 
 
Reviewer: Charlotte E. Joslin, Assistant Professor, University of Illinois at Chicago Department of 
Ophthalmology and Visual Science, charjosl@uic.edu  
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The Clinical Manual of Specialized Contact Lens Prescribing provides a review of the basics 
involved with some of the more difficult cases.  This paperback would serve as a useful reference to 
any ophthalmic care provider who is regularly prescribing uncomplicated contact lenses and 
occasionally sees patients in which a more detailed knowledge of specialized contact lens prescribing is 
required. 
 
New advances in technology have expanded the armamentarium of specialized contact lenses 
available to the clinician and improved the likelihood for success in patients requiring complicated 
contact lens prescriptions.  The Clinical Manual of Specialized Contact Lens Prescribing provides 
a review of the basics involved with some of the more difficult cases. It attempts to serve as a quick 
guide for the clinician who needs a reference in prescribing or designing these specialized contact 
lenses.  It is not written as an all-inclusive textbook on the subject.  This paperback would serve as a 
short reference for the primary care optometrist or general ophthalmologist to keep available when 
seeing more challenging contact lens cases.  It does not, however, provide an expansive review of 
complicated contact lens prescribing. 

 
This manual, edited by Terry R. Scheid, O.D., F.A.A.O., contains chapters written by contributing 
authors who are on the faculty at various colleges of optometry or who serve as consultants within the 
contact lens industry.  The manual contains eight chapters that address some of the areas of 
specialized contact lens prescribing, which include:  spherical rigid-gas permeable (RGP) lenses, RGP 
modifications, toric soft contact lenses (SCL), keratoconus, toric RGP lenses, post-refractive surgery 
lens fitting, orthokeratology and contact lens complications.  Specialty areas that are notably absent 
from the reviewed list include prescribing in:  aphakia, bifocal contact lenses (RGP and SCL), corneas 
having undergone penetrating keratoplasty, corneas sustaining trauma, extended contact lens wear 
(RGP and SCL) and also therapeutic soft (bandage) contact lenses. 

 
Chapters are concise and well written, and provide the most relevant information on the topic to 
readers.  Variation exists as to the depth of the information provided by the authors throughout the 
different chapters in the book.  Pertinent case examples are included at the close of nearly every 
chapter.  Detailed discussions are included for the chapters on RGP lens modifications, soft toric 
contact lenses and refractive surgery.  The chapter reviewing contact lens complications offers a 
thorough analysis of the ocular changes induced by contact lens wear, but the review is limited to 
contact lens induced changes and does not include a differential list of ocular diseases that may 
present with similar signs or symptoms.  Commonly available therapeutic options are not always 
covered in treatment recommendations within the same chapter. 

 
This manual provides a well-referenced index and glossary that should be simple for the clinician to 
utilize.  Thirty-one color plates in total are provided within the text as a representative sample of 
some of the more common lens-to-corea fitting relationships and some of the contact lens associated 
ocular complications.  Unfortunately, not all of these photographs provide justice to the condition that 
they are attempting to illustrate.  Notably absent in the color plates are examples of contact lens fits 
following either LASIK or PRK, or any contact lens fits in patients undergoing orthokeratology. 
In summary, this short manual meets its aims for providing a brief reference in a few of the more 
common areas of specialized contact lens prescribing.  It would be a useful reference to any 
ophthalmic care provider who is regularly prescribing uncomplicated contact lenses and only 
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occasionally sees patients in which a more detailed knowledge of specialized contact lenses is 
required.  Considering its restricted coverage of specialty contact lenses, a much wider range than is 
covered in this text, I would recommend this text only to those who have a limited need for specialty 
lens information. 
 
Pharmacology 
 
2811.  Burger’s Medicinal Chemistry and Drug Discover, Volume 1: Drug Discovery, 6th 
edition edited by Donald J. Abraham.  New York, NY, John Wiley, 2003.  932p., illus. (part in color), 
bibliog., index.  ISBN 0-471-270903v.1  $350.00.  LC Call no.: RS403.B8 2003. 
 
Subjects: Pharmaceutical Chemistry; Drug Development; Chemistry, Pharmaceutical. 
 
Reviewer: Svetlana Korolev, Science Librarian, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, Golda Meir 
Library, skorolev@uwm.edu  
 
Table of Contents: 
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16. Analog Design 687 
17. Approaches to the Rational Design of Enzyme Inhibitors 715 
18. Chirality and Biological Activity 781 
19. Structural Concepts in the Prediction of the Toxicity of Therapeutical Agents 827 
20. Natural products as Leads for new Pharmaceuticals 847 

Index 901 

Burger’s Medicinal Chemistry and Drug Discovery is now in its sixth edition in six volumes. The 
first edition was titled "Medicinal Chemistry", authored by Alfred Burger, published in 1951 in two 
volumes. Since the forth edition 1980-81 the publication began bearing Burger’s name in the title, and 
starting the fifth 1995-1997 -  “drug discovery” was added in the title. Over five decades the Burger’s 
set became a classic information resource being revised, updated and expanded continuously to 
provide a comprehensive coverage of the traditional areas and advances in drug research. The 2003 
publication is designed as a Memorial Edition to Professor Alfred Burger, who was born on September 
6, 1905 and died on December 30, 2000. The sixth newest edition reflects the developments 
happened in the field for about five years since the fifth edition was printed. It also offers novel 
information access features. The key enhancements are highlighted in the Preface. The content of the 
sixth edition has been expanded to over 100 chapters (6 volumes) from 69 chapters in fifth edition (5 
volumes), including about 50% of new material. The emerging subjects are included: proteomics, 
genomics, bioinformatics, combinatorial chemistry, high-throughput screening, blood substitutes, 
allosteric effectors as potential drugs, COX inhibitors, the statins, and high- throughput pharmacology. 
Also, the entire subsection of volume 4 has been dedicated to cancer research. The novel feature 
offers an electronic version of the entire six-volume set at www.mrw.interscience.wiley.com/brmddm. 
For non subscribers the website provides free detailed tables of contents with abstracts of all articles, 
and full text of five sample chapters with extensive lists of references linked further to individual 
journal articles via PubMed and ChemPort. Another novelty for the first time in 2003 is that all 
volumes are structured entirely accordingly to content and published simultaneously. The six volumes 
of the 2003 edition of Burger’s Medicinal Chemistry and Drug Discovery are:  
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Volume 1: Drug Discovery 
Volume 2: Drug Discovery and Drug Development 
Volume 3: Cardiovascular Agents and Endocrines 
Volume 4: Autocoids, Diagnostics, and Drugs from New Biology 
Volume 5: Chemotherapeutic Agents 
Volume 6: Nervous System Agents  

The review copy is Volume 1: Drug Discovery. This volume includes new chapters on Virtual 
screening, Bioinformatics, and Chemical information computing systems in drug discovery. The book 
consists of twenty chapters, about 20 - 90 pages in length, with large articles on Molecular modeling 
in drug design (chapter 3), NMR and drug discovery (chapter 12), and Approaches to the rational 
design of enzyme inhibitors (chapter 17, free full text available online). Each chapter has a very 
detailed table of contents (up to fifty entries) and an extensive list of references (the number of 
citations ranges 61- 535). Many articles have more than 200 references, for example,  a chapter on 
molecular modeling (ch 3 – 535 citations), docking and scoring functions/virtual screening (ch 7- 400 
citations), X-ray crystallography in drug design (ch 11- 388), peptidomimetics (ch 15- 259), and 
natural products (ch 20 – 246).  

The following is a brief description of individual chapters. The discussion begins with Quantitative 
Structure - Activity Relationships (QSAR) paradigm. Chapter 1 provides historical overview, 
parameters, models and applications of QSAR. “For nearly 40 years QSAR remains its power due to 
the strength of its initial postulate that activity was a function of structure as described by electronic 
attributes, hidrophobicity, and steric properties as well as the rapid and extensive development in 
methodologies and computational techniques. Over the last few decades QSAR has matured in terms 
of the descriptors, models, methods of analysis, and choice of substituents and compounds.” Chapter 
2 highlights the recent and developing trends in the QSAR approach. Common terminology, unified 
concepts and various methodologies employed by QSAR practitioners to develop quantitative models 
of biological activity by the use of chemical descriptors and linear or nonlinear optimization techniques 
are discussed. (It is a mistypo on page70 - QSPR). Historically “the role of molecular modeling in drug 
design has been divided in two separate paradigms: one centered on the structure - activity problem 
that attempts to rationalize biological activity in the absence of detailed three- dimensional structural 
information about the receptor, and the other focused on understanding the interactions seen in 
receptor- ligand complexes and using the known three-dimensional structure of the therapeutic target 
to design novel drugs.” Chapter 3, one of the largest in the volume, examines those approaches to 
molecular modeling, drug design, and emphasizes their limitations. Next, chapter 4 analyzes the 
forces that hold together complexes between large and small molecules. First, it discusses the forces 
in the gas phase and solution and how these forces can be mathematically modeled. Second, it gives 
biological examples of noncovalent interactions and binding forces in protein- small molecule cases 
(biotin-avidin, dihydrofolate reductase- trimethoprim) and nucleic acid- small molecule. Chapter 5 
deals with molecular similarity and diversity methods focusing on their main applications to 
combinatorial library design, the selection of compound subsets, and ligand- based virtual screening. 
Protein structure - based virtual screening is discussed in the next two chapters. Chapter 6 talks about 
different concepts, tools and future development of virtual screening. Chapter 7 highlights 
fundamental aspects of the docking process in the context of structure - based drug design with the 
emphasis on docking of small molecules to protein binding sites, and on automated procedures.  

An overview of the way bioinformatics is used in the process of drug discovery is given in chapter 8. 
This paper aims to provide the background on the tools and technologies for discovering new potential 
drug targets through standard bioinformatics techniques and to make the subject more 
understandable to readers with a non-biological training. Next chapter briefly describes the history and 
the current state of chemical information management as it applies to drug discovery. The coverage 
here is limited to the management and storage of chemical structure information in databases as it is 
practiced in the pharmaceutical industry and is primarily aimed at corporate applications of chemical 
information management. A fifteen- page glossary of terms is given. Chapter 10 focuses on the utility 
of structure - based drug design in the cases of drugs that have been launched as products or that 
have at least entered human clinical trials. The review is restricted to small organic molecules that are 
designed by use of the three- dimensional structure of a target protein. In a few cases relevant results 
for preclinical compounds that seem likely to enter human trial are described.  
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The following four chapters are devoted to the modern identification and characterization techniques 
applied in drug discovery: crystallography, NMR spectroscopy, mass spectrometry, and electron 
microscopy. The discussion includes the application of crystallography for characterization of targets,  
mechanisms for therapeutic interventions, and the nascent field of structural genomics (chapter 11). 
Two new important applications of NMR spectroscopy are powerful in structure - based drug design and 
in screening for drug discovery. Both applications differ from the traditio nal use of NMR in the aspect 
that the marcomolecular binding partner of the medicinal compound is included in the mixture to be 
analyzed. Thus, contemporary applications of NMR in drug discovery are predominantly focused on the 
interaction between drug molecules and their macromolecular targets (chapter 12). Various mass 
spectrometry applications to combinatorial chemistry and drug discovery, current trends and future 
developments, and a list of nine web sites and classic readings is offered in chapter 13. Electron 
microscopy, one of the two principal methods (the second is X-ray crystallography) that uses 
scattering techniques for macromolecular structure determination is the subject of chapter 14.  

Then, the discussion continues on various methods developed to design peptidomimetics. Selected 
examples of the strategies employed to obtain peptidomimetics cover the breadth of research in this 
field (chapter 15). Next subject is analog design, “which is as much an art as it is a science”.  The 
concept of analog design presupposes that a lead that is a chemical compound, of desirable 
pharmacological property has been identified. One of the goals of analog design is molecular 
modification of the lead compound. The strategies such as: bioisosteric replacement, design of rigid 
analogs, modification of ring sizes and substitutions, alteration of stereo chemistry, design of 
fragments of the lead molecule that contain the pharmcophric group, alteration of interatomic 
distances - are summarized in chapter 16. The review is limited to nonprotein therapeutic candidates. 
Chapter 17 presents current approaches to rational inhibitor design. Based on the knowledge of 
enzymatic mechanisms and structures in the design process, rational inhibitor design consists of 
testing large numbers of synthetic chemicals or natural products for inhibitory activity against a 
chosen target enzyme. Chirality and biological activity is the subject of chapter 18. Consideration of 
chirality in drug design has become ubiquitous due to the greater understanding of stereoselective 
pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics, and receptor binding. The article discusses the concepts of 
chirality, the methods of obtaining an enantiomer via asymetric synthesis, and the separation of 
enantiomers by chromotagraphic and crystalization techniques. The increased acceptance and 
availability of various structure - activity relationship (SAR) approaches in health hazard identification 
is accompanied by many opportunities and some pitfalls. SAR technology can provide a better 
understanding of the risk that the agent posses to humans. A brief review in chapter 19 focuses on 
the MULTICASE SAR methodology, concepts, which apply to all generally available SAR techniques 
used to study toxicological phenomena. The last chapter 20 illustrates how natural products have been 
used as lead compounds, or templates for the development of important medicines.    

The text throughout the volume is enhanced with many illustrative figures, flow charts, diagrams, 
color images, chemical structure maps, and tables. Subscribers to the online version and electronic 
journals are able to read all the citation papers linked via PubMed and ChemPort, for instance, ACS 
journals archives, “Nature” family or Elsevier journals.  

Each chapter is authored by one or two specialists bringing together contributions by experts in a wide 
range of related fields around the world. The editorial board consists of 18 members representing 
many academic institutions, government laboratories (Abbott) and corporations (Pfizer Global, Chiron, 
Bristol-Myers Squibb, Neurogen) from different countries (USA, Germany, Switzerland). The set is 
edited by Donald A. Abraham, Ph.D, Professor and Chairman of the Department of Medicinal 
Chemistry at the Virginia Commonwealth University School of Pharmacy. Dr. Abraham's research 
focuses on structure based drug design including X-ray crystallography, molecular modeling, synthetic 
medicinal chemistry, and structure function studies involving allosteric proteins. He is founder of a 
biotechnology company, Allos Therapeutics Inc., and is also cofounder of EduSoft LC, a software 
company that specializes in drug design software. Professor Abraham is the author of more than 140 
papers, 10 books & 29 book chapters, and twenty-nine patents. His recent publications can be found 
at the personal page, as well as the full research list at the faculty page. 
Burger’s Medicinal Chemistry and Drug Discovery, six volume set, would be a valuable  addition 
to the medical and science libraries with the collections on medicinal chemistry, and related areas to 
organic chemistry, biochemistry, pharmacology, biology, computational chemistry, biophysics and 
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pharmaceutics. All editions of Burger’s publication are being purchased widely based on the OCLC 
World Cat records for library holdings:  

• 1st edition 1951  2v - 193 libraries, 
• 2nd           1960  2v -  214,  
• 3rd           1970  2v -  415,  
• 4th        1980-81 3v -  453,  
• 5th        1995-97 5v -  402,  
• 6th             2003  6v -    83 (as of 07.03.03).  

And, as for a good science reference information resource, it is a costly one too. Published by Wiley- 
Interscience, the price for the first volume is $350.00, and for six volume set - $2100.00. An 
electronic version is licensed on annual basis depending on the type of institution, user population 
(FTE), and current subscription to other Wiley – Intersciene products (just roughly calculating a single 
set is $2000.00/year for a 20,000 FTE school). An instructor for classroom usage may request a free 
evaluation copy. The coming new feature in this series will be the publication of a textbook version 
titled Burger’s Fundamentals of Medicinal Chemistry—the academic text in soft cover is planned 
to be published about a year since the present edition of Burger’s Medicinal Chemistry and Drug 
Discovery appears.  
 
2812.  Encyclopedia of Addictive Drugs, by Richard Lawrence Miller.  Westport, CT, Greenwood 
Press, 2002.  491p., bibliog., index.  ISBN 0-313-31807-7.  $75.00.  LC Call no.: RM316.M555 2002. 
 
Subjects: Drugs of Abuse—Handbooks, Manuals, etc. 
 
Reviewer: Erja Kajosalo, science Library Reference Coordinator/Librarian for Chemistry and Chemical 
Engineering, MIT Libraries, kajosalo@mit.edu  
 
Table of Contents: 
Introduction 1 
Drug Types 11 
Alphabetical Listings of Drugs 31 
Sources for More Information 445 
Drug Name Index 453 
Subject Index 489 
 
The Encyclopedia of Addictive Drugs describes more than 130 alphabetically arranged drugs of 
abuse, including both pharmaceutical and natural products. The book's introduction discusses after the 
general introduction to the book about drug abuse, schedules set up by the federal Comprehensive 
Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act, pregnancy categories and statistics. 
 
Individual entries for particular substances may include: correct pronunciation; CAS Registry 
Numbers; formal names and/or street names; legal status; historical and present uses and misuses; 
abuse factors; interactions with other drugs; and findings of cancer risks and birth defects. Also 
general drug types, such as stimulants and hallucinogens are given, as well as the aspects of drug 
abuse, including tolerance and withdrawal. Each drug includes list of references.  This book also has 
an extensive print and electronic list of sources for further information at the end of the book.  Articles 
are clear and concise giving the reader an excellent starting point for specific drugs, while pointing 
them to further sources for more in-depth information. Includes extensive drug name index in addition 
to subject index.  
                                                                                
This book is recommended to all type of libraries as an excellent, specialized reference, and it useful 
high school and undergraduate students writing term papers on additive drugs. 
 
2813.  Handbook of Pharmaceutical Biotechnology, edited by Jay P. Rho, Stan G. Louie.  New 
York, NY, Pharmaceutical Products Press/Haworth Press, 2003.  191p., illus., bibliog., index.  ISBN 0-
7890-0152-7, 0-7890-1635-4pbk.  $59.95, $34.95pbk.  LC Call no.: RS380.H363 2003. 
 
Subjects: Pharmaceutical Biotechnology—Handbooks, Manual, etc. 
Reviewer: Erja Kajosalo, Science Library Reference Coordinator/Librarian for Chemistry and Chemical 
Engineering, MIT Libraries, kajosalo@mit.edu  
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Handbook of Pharmaceutical Biotechnology gives an overview of application of biotechnology for 
the productions of drugs, which occurred in the late 1980s.  After the clear and well-written 
introduction to biotechnology, each chapter is well referenced and each individual product is 
description is described in consistent format throughout the book.  Each product description includes 
an introduction to the product, product information, pharmacology, pharmacokinetics, dosage and 
administration, clinical trials, and adverse reactions.  The broad pharmaceutical categories covered are 
monoclonal antibodies, clotting factors, enzymes and regulators of enzymatic activity, cytokines, 
anticytokines, and oligonucleotide and gene therapy.   
 
This book is an excellent addition to academic institutions with pharmacy students, and useful for 
professionals working in pharmaceutical fields.  It is also useful, if not essential, for any academic 
library whose institution research interests are in pharmaceutical biotechnology as a brief introduction 
to the field. 
 
2814.  Medicinal Plants of the World: Volume 1. Chemical Constituents, Traditional and 
Modern Medicinal Uses, 2nd edition by Ivan A. Ross.  Totowa, NJ, Humana Press, 2003.  489p., 
illus., bibliog., index.  ISBN 1-58829-281-9.  $99.50.  LC  Call no.: RS164.R676 2003. 
 
Subjects: Medicinal Plants—Encyclopedia. 
 
Reviewer: K. T. Vaughan, User Services Librarian, University of North Carolina—Chapel Hill Health 
Sciences Library, kt_Vaughan@unc.edu  
 
Table of Contents: 
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In order for a second edition of a text to be a worthwhile purchase for the average budget-constricted 
library or researcher, it must contain either significantly improved and updated information compared 
to the previous edition or an increased amount of information covering new topics missing from that 
previous edition.  Medicinal Plants of the World, Volume 1: Chemical Constituents, Traditional 
and Modern Medicinal Uses, 2nd edition by Ivan A Ross does neither.  In fact, most of the second 
edition exactly duplicates the first edition. 
 
Ross apparently did not see the need to change even the Preface from the first edition for the second; 
he simply added an initial paragraph and updated the number of references contained (although 
“approximately 1,600” does not “more than double” to “approximately 3,000”).  The first chapter is 
verbatim from the first edition, with some formatting changes because of a different font size.  The 24 
color plates are exactly the same as in the first edition – though at least they are embedded in a 
different chapter.  The cover and title page also match almost exactly between volumes, with 
concessions for adding the “Second Edition” notation on both. 
 
Chapter 8: Catharanthus roseus (periwinkle) can be used as an example of the minor changes from 
the first edition to the second.  The only changes in the first three sections are minor issues of 
grammar.  The fourth section (Chemical Constituents) contains citations in the second edition, but not 
in the first.  Out of 43 categories in the fifth section (Pharmacological Activities and Clinical Trials) of 
the first edition, only four were updated for the second edition, with three new categories added. 
 
One major difference between the editions is the treatment of references.  Rather than collecting all 
references at the end of the text (all labeled and arranged according some unknown code that may be 
related to the Latin binomial of each plant, but that is never explained), references are kept at the end 
of each chapter.  Unfortunately, this means that “CR001” in one chapter may refer to the Medicinal 
Plants of Nepal, but to the Medicinal Plants of the Philippines in another.  References are not in 
any understandable order, either; not alphabetically, by date, or by order of appearance in the text, 
which means that the reader has to do some mental gymnastics to keep up with them.  This also 
makes it difficult to compare citations from the first editio n to the second.  In addition, since there are 
few added citations within the text, this reviewer wonders if the increase in references is simply due to 
double counting. 
 
Libraries that did not invest in the first edition of Medicinal Plants of the World will find this edition 
helpful.  It does have a wealth of information targeted to both the layperson and the scientist, and 
appears well researched.  Because both editions are essentially the same, reviews of the first edition 
apply to the second (see E-STREAMS review #1556).  However, those who purchased the much-
lauded first edition just a few years ago can better spend their acquisition dollars elsewhere. 
 
2815.  Pharmaceutical Perspectives of Nucleic Acid-Based Therapeutics, edited by Ram I. 
Mahao, Sung Wan Kim.  New York, NY, Taylor & Francis, 2002.  521p., illus., bibliog., index.  ISBN 0-
415-28385-X.  $152.00.  LC Call no.: RM666.N87.P43 2002. 
 
Subjects: Nucleic Acids—Therapeutic Use; Gene Therapy. 
 
61 contributors. 
 
Reviewer: Claudine Jenda, Agriculture Librarian, Auburn University Libraries, jendaca@auburn.edu  
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Pharmaceutical Perspectives of Nucleic Acid-Based Therapeutics is a research monograph focused on a 
discussion of all the research topics that contribute to a better understanding of the development of effective 
genetically engineered medicines and therapeutic agents.  This book contains 25 chapters written by 62 
scientists drawn from many areas of science that include cellular and molecular biology, biochemistry, 
pharmaceutics, medicine, physics, toxicology, biomedical engineering, genetics, and materials science.  The 
ultimate promise of gene therapy is to develop techniques for modifying defective genes that are responsible 
for causing genetic diseases.  In addition to supplying cells with a correct gene for the defective or missing 
gene; gene therapy also involves use of antisense technologies, which inhibit the expression of defective 
genes that cause disease if not controlled.  In practice a combination of these two approaches are often used. 
 
The authors have provided a useful guide, to scientists working in this and related areas, to the many 
aspects that are involved in the development of nucleic acid-based therapeutic agents.  There are 
chapters that deal with the design of gene expression systems; modulation of gene expression; 
biophysical aspects of nucleic acids and carriers; intracellular trafficking; nucleic acid delivery  ystems; 
pharmacokinetics; and the clinical applications of gene therapy to cardiovascular and autoimmune 
diseases. 
 
This research monograph will be of great interest to senior and graduate level students and 
researchers in the biological and medical sciences including those in pharmaceutics, chemistry, 
physics, and biomedical and materials science engineering.  With the completion of the sequencing of 
the human genome that was announced on April 14, 2003, scientists are now applying this knowledge 
to identify the genes that are responsible for many hereditary diseases.  This book is covering a timely 
topic with applications that promise to revolutionize the way we cure and treat diseases.  The book is 
highly recommended for academic, special, and public libraries with strong science collections. 
 
One problem with the book’s organization lies with the lack of integration among those ideas, which 
recur numerous times in the text.  For example, the term ‘glucose’ appears more than once in the 
text, yet no connection is drawn among those references.  On page 7 there is a clear discussion of the 
role played by glucose in a stroke event, in which glucose is noted as a synonym for blood sugar.  
Glucose is discussed again in the chapter titled “Treatment,” on page 46, under the heading 
“Normalizing Blood Glucose.” 
   
There is no cross-reference in this section to the more detailed information, which may be found much 
earlier in the book.  Therefore, the three lines on page 46 covering the normalization of blood glucose 
hang, as a ‘Simon says’ procedure, with no real context and no comment as to how its conclusion was 
reached: “People who have high blood glucose at the time of a stroke are less likely to recover.  
Reducing blood glucose when the stroke first happens may be of benefit.”  An individual dipping into 
the book to read the “Treatment” chapter would completely miss the more detailed explanation of the 
processes possibly affected by glucose in a stroke event. 
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The glucose example also serves to point up a shortcoming of the book’s index.  ‘Glucose’ is listed in 
the index with a single reference—to page 7. Page 46 also appears in the index -- but under the term 
‘blood sugar (glucose)’, along with two other references, *neither* of which is to page 7. The use in 
the index of terms, which are not mutually exclusive, is potentially confounding, and could prevent the 
reader from locating a needed piece of information.  
 
The book’s overall tone is aphoristic, in that in it assertions are made with no supporting statements.  
For example, the chapter titled “Stroke Prevention,” includes a section on ethnicity, in which it is 
stated that Individuals’ ethnicity may be a factor in determining their risk of stroke (94).  No source is 
given for those data.  Overall there is little or no documentation cited to support any of the assertions 
made in the book.  These assertions may well be accurate, and many of them do correspond with 
what stroke patients are currently being told by their physicians; but without specific references, the 
reader has no means of checking the facts, or of doing further research.  The book’s section titled 
“Further Resources” does include a list of six books on stroke for the layperson, but the implication is 
that those texts are likely to be of interest to the layperson wanting to read more on the subject; 
there is no indication given that they were used by the authors in writing Stroke: A Comprehensive 
Guide to “Brain Attacks. 
       
There are numerous shortcomings in the style in which this book was written, but its most notable 
flaw, is that during the writing process the authors appear not to have adhered to a consistent vision 
of the identity and background of their imagined audience.  There are numerous strangenesses in the 
writing that point to this, but the oddest comes late in the text.  On page 117, seven pages before the 
book’s conclusion, is a section titled “Becoming Knowledgeable about Stroke.”  Its first sentence runs: 
“Finally, educate yourself about the symptoms and risks of stroke.”  In this section, the authors enter 
into a specific discussion of the Internet as a source of more information on stroke.  Referring to the 
existence of useful Websites, yet naming none, the authors state that, “The best way to gather 
information about a particular drug or procedure is to look at studies that have scientifically examined 
its effectiveness. [...] Materials from major institutions, or leading publications, especially specialty 
medical journals, are good sources.” Here the authors sound quite confident that those needing 
“essential Information” presented in “clear and accessible language” and presumably, free of jargon 
(cf. Foreword), would have the wherewithal to independently locate sources of technical literature on 
the subject of stroke, and the patience to process any information they might find there.  No 
publications of any kind are specifically named at this point in the book; not even “Stroke,” a specialty 
medical publication mentioned by Larissa Hachinski in her Foreword, where she states that it is edited 
by the other of the book’s authors, Dr. Vladimir Hachinski; and no mention is made of the helpfulness 
of librarians in doing such research.  While numerous Websites are listed at the end of the book, in the 
section titled “Further Resources,” that list is heterogeneous, and is given with neither indication as to 
the strengths and weaknesses of the listed Websites, nor to the kind of information which might be 
found at each; and under the section heading is a discouraging disclaimer stating that, “The inclusion 
of resources is not an endorsement of all their recommendations, and is not a substitute for medical 
advice.” 
                    
As stated above, the first five chapters of the book are informative, and present the current 
understanding of stroke, and current practice in its treatment, in a plain and uncontroversial way.  But 
the book lacks references, its index is of poor quality, and it suffers from stylistic weaknesses. 
Recommended, but with serious reservations.  This book might be a choice for public libraries, and 
possibly college libraries as well; but if funds were limited, it would not be considered essential. 
 
2816.  Psychotropic Drugs Fast Facts, 3rd edition by Jerrold S. Maxmen, Nicholas G. Ward, Steven 
L. Dubovsky.  New York, NY, W. W. Norton, 2002.  508p., spiral bound, bibliog.. index.  ISBN 0-393-
70301-0.  $45.00.  LC Call no.: RM315.M355 2002. NLM Call no.: QV 39 M464p 2002. 
 
Subjects: Psychotropic Drugs—Handbooks, Manuals, etc. 
 
Reviewer: Mark Spasser, Chief, Library and Information Services/Associate Professor, Jewish Hospital 
College of Nursing and Allied Health Library, mas1200@bjc.org  
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3. Antidepressants 95 
4. Monoamine-Oxidase Inhibitors 177 
5. Lithium 215 
6. Anticonvulsants, Mood Stabilizers, and Anti-Aggression Agents 261 
7. Antianxiety Agents 311 
8. Hypnotics 379 
9. Stimulants 421 

Appendices: 
1. Drug Identification by Generic Name 453 
2. Drug Identification by Brand Name 458 
3. Drug Interactions—Cytochrome p450 Enzymes 464 
4. Symptom Checklist 467 

Bibliography 469 
Index 495 
 
As new psychotropic drugs continue to be introduced, mental health professionals and clinicians 
increasingly need good tertiary sources of authoritative information, especially about “atypical” 
antipsychotics and new antidepressants.  Psychotropic Drugs Fast Facts offers authoritative, 
evidence-based, and well-organized facts on drugs used to treat depression, schizophrenia, anxiety, 
and other disorders.  While concise, it isn’t shallow, appropriately reserving an entire chapter for 
lithium. Material relevant to clinical practice is concisely summarized, often in readily readable tables 
and charts. 
 
The authors — Jerrold Maxmen (deceased), who taught clinical psychiatry at Columbia University; 
Nicholas Ward, who directs a psychopharmacology seminar at the University of Washington Medical 
School; and Steven Dubovsky, who is a prolific author, respected consultant, and professor of 
psychiatry and medicine at the University of Colorado School of Medicine — provide updated 
information for clinicians on continually expanding drug options. The information provided for each 
agent includes identifiers (e.g., names, classes, manufacturers, and colors), pharmacology, dosage, 
clinical indications and use, treatment course, adverse effects, drug interactions, laboratory test 
effects, withdrawal and overdose, nurses' data, and information for patients and their families.   
 
Psychotropic Drugs Fast Facts includes summary charts throughout and four appendices: generic 
and trade names lists, Cytochrome p450-based drug interactions, and symptom checklist.  While not 
formatted particularly well, the table of contents conveniently includes which drugs are discussed on 
which pages, organized by chapter/medication category. 
 
Psychotropic Drugs Fast Facts is intended primarily for clinicians, who need to choose correct 
treatments and to anticipate problems that eme rge during all treatments. This book is also a useful (if 
somewhat outdated) resource for other mental health professionals and perhaps even for 
sophisticated consumers.  It uses plain language and covers most types, uses, and properties of 
psychotropic drugs on the market as of late 2001 and 2002.  However, because of its date of 
publication, it will need to be supplemented by a current drug information reference, e.g., PDR, or by 
a frequently updated Web-based drug information handbook, to ensure comprehensive coverage of 
the most current treatment options. 
 
Many compendia of psychotropic drug information are published yearly, so this book will compete for 
attention and shelf space with other titles, including Laurence J. Albers, Rhoda K. Hahn, and 
Christopher Rist’s Handbook of Psychiatric Drugs (Current Clinical Strategies, 2004); Lauren B. 
Marangell’s Concise Guide to Psychopharmacology (American Psychiatric, 2002); John Preston, 
John H. O'Neal, and Mary C. Talaga’s Handbook of Clinical Psychopharmacology for Therapists 
(3rd edition, New Harbinger, 2002); Benjamin J. Sadock and Virginia Sadock’s Kaplan and Sadock's 
Pocket Handbook of Psychiatric Drug Treatment (Lippincott, Williams, and Wilkins, 2001); and 
Alan F. Schatzberg, Jonathan O. Cole, and Charles DeBattista’s Manual of Clinical 
Psychopharmacology (4th edition, American Psychiatric, 2003).  Like the first two references, 
Psychotropic Drugs Fast Facts is a convenient pocket reference.  Psychotropic Drugs Fast Facts 
admirably meets the authors’ stated goals of writing a “dictionary of details,” “one place to get the 
facts.”  Accordingly, it will be useful for practicing psychiatrists and clinicians, as well as for other 
mental health professionals.  While it would be a valuable addition to the reference shelves in any 
health sciences library, it's spiral binding detracts somewhat from its usefulness. 
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Physics 
 
2817.  Handbook of Optical Materials, edited by Marvin J. Weber.  Boca Raton, FL, CRC Press, 
2003.  512p., bibliog., index. (CRC Press Laser and Optical Science and Technology Series).  ISBN 0-
8493-3512-4.  $129.95.  LC Call no.: QC374.W43 2003. 
 
Subjects: Optical Materials—Handbooks, Manuals, etc.; Lasers—Handbooks, Manuals, etc.; 
Electrooptics—Handbooks, Manuals, etc. 
 
42 contributors. 
 
Reviewer: Robert Michaelson, Science and Engineering Librarian, Northwestern University Science 
and Engineering Library, rmichael@northwestern.edu  
 
Table of Contents: 
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2. Glasses 221 
3. Polymeric Materials 295 
4. Metals 313 
5. Liquids 373 
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Appendices: 
I. Safe Handling of Optical Materials 471 
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IV. Fundamental Physical Constants 493 
V. Units and Conversion Factors 495 

Index 497 
 
This handbook offers data tabulations, with references, but “with a minimum of narration, in a style 
similar to that of the CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics (Preface). Much of the numerical 
data is taken from volumes III, IV, V, and Supplement 2 of the CRC Handbook of Laser Science 
and Technology (the volumes dealing with optical materials), the main volumes of which were 
published in 1986-87 and the supplement volume in 1994; readers are referred to those volumes for 
more detailed descriptions of properties and their measurements. However, some of the data are 
updated and some sections have been added, for example on properties of gases, since they can be 
used as optical materials for filtering, frequency conversion, phase conversion etc. The index is oddly 
erratic; it includes some individual materials (chiefly gases, liquids, and metals, but not all of the 
individual substances in those categories that appear in the Handbook) as well as a number of specific 
properties (e.g. Kerr constants, Young's modulus) but on the whole does not seem to be as useful as 
it could be. 
 
A source of similar information is David N. Nikogosyan’s Properties of Optical and Laser-Related 
Materials: A Handbook (Wiley, 1997).  Nikogosyan’s book is arranged by specific material rather 
than by property as in this Handbook; it covers far fewer materials but in much greater detail -- for 
example, thermal expansion coefficients for aluminum oxide are give for thirteen different 
temperatures, rather than for three.  The Handbook of Optical Constants of Solids (5 volumes, 
Academic Press, 1985-1998) also provides very detailed information, but only of optical properties, 
not the other physical properties included in the Handbook of Optical Materials.  Another source of 
information is Handbook of Optics sponsored by the Optical Society of America (2nd edition, 
McGraw-Hill, 1995, v. 2), and there are also handbooks on optical properties of semiconductors, of 
metals, and so forth. 
                                               
This handbook should be acquired by libraries that seek comprehensive coverage on optical materials, 
or those serving very strong departments doing laser and related optical research, but it probably is 
not needed by collections that already contain the complete CRC Handbook of Laser Science and 
Technology and some of the other references mentioned. 
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2818.  Quantum Dots and Nanowires, edited by Supriyo Bandyopadhyay, Hari Singh Nalwa.  
Stevenson Ranch, American Scientific Publishers, 2003.  423p., illus., bibliog., index.  ISBN 1-58883-
013-6.  $299.00.  LC Call no.: TK7874.88.Q366 2003. 
 
Subjects: Semiconductors; Quantum Electronics; Quantum Dots; Nonowires; Nanostructures. 
 
21 contributors. 
 
Reviewer: Luc T. Wille, Professor of Physics, Florida Atlantic University Department of Physics, 
willel@acc.fau.edu  
 
Table of Contents: 

1. Quantum Dots 2  
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3. Self-Assembled Quantum Dots in High Electric Field 113 
4. Synthesis of Nanowires Using Porous Alumina 142 
5. Synthesis, Structure, and Growth Mechanism of Oxide Nanowires, Nanotubes, and 

Nanobelts 193 
6. Nanowires by Electron-Beam-Induces Deposition and Biomolecule Templating 220 
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Wires 242 
8. Thermal Transport in Semiconductor Nanostructures 303 
9. Device and Circuit applications of Electrochemically Self-Assembled Quantum Dots and 

Wires 336 
10. Quantum Dot Structures 375 

Index 421 
 
Remember that scene from the classic movie The Graduate, where a well-meaning family friend 
whispers in the protagonist's ear the key to a successful career?  It all boiled down to just one word: 
“Plastics.”  If the movie were remade today, I have no doubt that the magic word would be: 
“Nanotechnology.”  In 2000 the US Government launched a “National Nanotechnology Initiative” 
(appropriately located at the Web site: www.nano.gov) and other countries and the European Union 
have quickly followed suit.  The key idea is compelling: by exerting control on the atomic scale, one 
wishes to design and fabricate structures with precisely tailored properties, some of which can act as 
small machines.  Atomic bonds are on the order of nanometers (10^-9 meters), hence the prefix 
“nano.”  Because the impact of such devices would be pervasive and open up untold applications, with 
ample opportunity for scientists and businesspeople alike, the field has received considerable attention 
in recent years and it shows no signs of abating. 
                                     
Because the subject is so young and diverse, most of the relevant knowledge is scattered in journals 
and across various disciplines.  Thus there is a clear need for textbooks, encyclopedias, and article 
collections that attempt to present a unified picture.  The book under review is one such volume, 
concentrating on quantum dots and nanowires.  The former are confined in all three dimensions—they 
are little ‘blobs’ of matter—the latter are confined in two dimensions but elongated in the third—hence 
‘wires.’  Because of this confinement, these structures have properties that their larger counterparts 
do not possess at all or to the same extent.  Some of these include special electrical behavior, which 
allows these particles to act as transistors or diodes; other arrangements have unique magnetic 
structures with possible application in magnetic storage devices.  However, the fabrication of such 
structures is not trivial, especially if one wants to do so on an industrial scale.  Fortunately, many of 
these materials can be made through 'self-assembly', a kind of avalanche process that cranks out 
more and more material once it has been set in motion.  This property makes these materials very 
attractive and economical to produce, but finding and optimizing the conditions for self-assembly is 
non-trivial.  In addition, it is important to have techniques available that permit an evaluation of the 
quality of the material, through microscopy or spectroscopy.  Finally, because the number of possible 
combinations and configurations is so astronomically large, experimentalists have sought guidance 
from theory and computer modeling, to ‘fabricate’ and analyze the desired structures through 
simulations, rather than by the ‘shake and bake’ techniques of the laboratory. 
 
The book contains 10 chapters, written by recognized experts, on the most important aspects of low-
dimensional nanostructures.  The papers go into considerable depth and contain rich and up-to-date 
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bibliographies for those wanting to learn more.  The level of treatment is exceptionally clear, 
accessible to advanced undergraduate students in physics, chemistry, and materials science, but 
sufficiently thorough and encyclopedic that active researchers in these areas will still find the book 
very useful. Having edited several volumes himself, this reviewer is only too well aware how difficult it 
is to sustain a certain level of uniformity between the chapters and to get individual contributors to 
explain the material in depth and at a level to make it accessible to a wide audience.  The editors have 
succeeded admirably in this task and the result is a book worthy indeed of praise.  Also to be noted is 
the excellent quality of paper and binding, as well as the high standards of photographic 
reproductions. 
                                                                                
The volume will be a must for anybody actively working on low-dimensional nanostructures.  
Regrettably the relatively steep price will put it out of reach for most students, although those serious 
about entering a new and exciting field may want to bite the bullet and obtain this source that they 
are bound to consult many times over.  Any library supporting research or teaching activities in solid-
state physics, chemistry, or materials science, will want this book on their shelves.  In fact, if it is a 
circulating copy, it will most likely not spend much time on the library’s shelves at all, but will be 
found in the lab and near the computers of those actively involved in research.  Overall 
recommendation: highly recommended. 
 
Psychiatry 
 
2819.  Therapist’s Notebook for Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Clients: Homework, Handouts, 
and Activities for Use in Psychotherapy, edited by Joy S. Whitman, Cyndy J. Boyd.  New York, NY, 
Haworth Clinical Practice Press/Haworth, 2003.  309p., bibliog., index.  (Haworth Practical Practice in 
Mental Health).  ISBN 0-7890-1252-9.  $39.95.  LC Call no.: RC451.4.G39T478 2003. 
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35 contributors. 
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31. Facilitating Lesbian Gender Exploration 183 

Section IV. Homework, Handouts, and Activities for Specific Issues 
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43. Making Connections 256 
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Index 305 
 
This book is a collection of activities that therapists can use with lesbian, gay, and bisexual clients.  
Most of the activities are accompanied by homework (or homeplay) assignments, and many include 
worksheets and handouts.  The activities are designed to help clients work through the problems of 
daily living as a lesbian, gay, or bisexual individual in a largely heterosexist world.  
  
Comprised of four sections, section one includes activities for coming out and managing homophobia 
and heterosexism.  Specific activities in this section explore conflicts in self-perception, homosexual 
rites of passage, coming out of marriage, managing heterosexism at work or school, and more.  One 
activity uses a technique of semi-hypnotic visualization to help clients overcome internalized 
homophobia at unconscious levels.  Section two covers relationship issues such as financial stability, 
choosing a partner, open relationships, and gender roles.  Section three contains activities for gender, 
ethnic, and sexual identity issues.  One Activity in this section involves the construction of a genogram 
over three generations of the client’s family of origin or choice and focusing on sexual orientation and 
gender identity/expression to help clients reduce isolation and connect with potential allies in the 
family.  The final section is dedicated to a variety of specific issues such as parenting, HIV and AIDS, 
spirituality, organized religion, body image, disability, drug use (including alcohol), addiction and 
recovery, x-partners, and coming out in the workplace.  The book contains a variety of activity types 
but many involve the client completing a questionnaire or worksheet, either at home or during 
counseling and using the results as points of discussion and exploration between therapist and client. 
 
While practical in nature, the activities are also grounded in psychological theory or established 
practices and each includes a referenced “rationale for use” section.  Other standard sections include 
suggestions for follow-up, contraindications, readings and resources for the professional, bibliotherapy 
sources for the client, and a list of references. The activities are contributed by many different authors 
and reflect a variety of clinical orientations.  Each activity is listed in the table of contents and a fairly 
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substantial index makes it easy to find specific subjects of interest.  This book is unique and I 
recommend it highly for university libraries, especially those with clinical psychology or counseling 
programs.  Any therapist who works with lesbian, gay, or bisexual clients would find the book useful. 
 
Psychology 
 
2820.  Clinical Assessment, Computerized Methods, and Instrumentation, edited by F. J. 
Maarse, A. E. Akkerman, A. N. Akkerman, A. N. Brand, L. J. M. Mulder,  Exton, PA, Swets & Zeitlinger, 
2003.  248p., illus., bibliog., index. (Computers in Psychology, no. 7).  ISBN 90-265-1944-3.  $98.00.  
LC Call no.: BF395.C55 2003. 
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Dominance 71 
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Author Index 248 
 
This is a collection of 18 lectures from the 1999 workshop Computers in Psychology held at the 
University of Utrecht.  What is nice about the text is that it is “full text”, rather than abstracts, of the 
proceedings.  It is a nice forum for clinicians, researchers and technicians to communicate.  The 
papers discuss several different research areas in the field of psychology such as short-term memory, 
spatial memory, counseling skills, play therapy and more, integrating the effectiveness or 
implementation of computers and their role in these fields.  The book is divided into three sections as 
indicated in its title. 
 
As each of the papers was items presented in a workshop, they are well written and include important 
information such as statistical information based upon research.  The various ways that people 
introduced the computers into their research was inspiring, if not amazing.  I especially liked the 
information about digitizing videos so that the learning approach could be computerized.   
Unfortunately, as this was a workshop held in 1999, some of the technology discussed in the 
instrumentation division was a little out of date.  That is the major criticism for this text, the 
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instrumentation division, is definitely not in the time frame we are in now.  The text also does not 
have an index and the print is rather small.  This makes working with the book a little tedious. 
 
However, this delay in publication does not mean that the text is worthless. On the contrary, it is a 
great tool for administrators who are looking to integrate technology into their practice. Or, it would 
be an excellent tool for post-graduate students of psychology.  I recommend this for researchers, 
practitioners interested in technology, administrators, and lastly libraries, both academic and medical. 
 
2821.  Encyclopedia of Cognitive Science, edited by Lynn Nadel.  New York, NY, Nature Publishing 
Group, 2003.  4v., illus., bibliog., index.  ISBN 0-333-79261-0.  $950.00.  LC Call no.: BF311.E53 
2003. 
 
Subjects: Cognitive Science—Encyclopedias. 
 
878 contributors. 
 
Reviewer: Ursula Ellis, Reference Librarian, University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center Robert M. 
Bird Library, umellis@yahoo.com  
 
Table of Contents: 
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Volume 4: Similarity—Zombies 
Index: Volume 4, p. 667. 
 
Nature Publishing Group’s comprehensive, 4-volume Encyclopedia of Cognitive Science features 
nearly 700 articles on neuroscience, psychology, philosophy, information science, linguistics, and 
related topics.  Entries are several pages in length, and are labeled introductory, intermediate, or 
advanced, as in NPG’s Nature Encyclopedia of Life Sciences.  Most articles are introductory or 
intermediate, and many are accessible to the educated layperson.  Black and white illustrations 
enhance many of the entries, and color plates accompany some articles.  Almost all the entries begin 
with an outline and a brief definitional abstract.  Due to the interdisciplinary nature of cognitive 
science, there is some overlap in the articles.  Some topics appear in multiple entries; for instance, at 
least 12 articles cover various aspects of vision.  A historical introductory essay (“What is Cognitive 
Science?”), extensive bibliographies and cross-references, a 40-page glossary and 200-page subject 
index orient and assist the reader.  The list of over 850 contributors helpfully notes which articles each 
author has written. 
 
A companion website (http://www.cognitivescience.net/) currently includes six sample articles, the 
preface, the list of contributors, and additional features that are not in the printed work.  For example, 
the website’s “Contents” section collates the overarching articles, the biographical articles, and the 
articles on key subjects such as psychology and philosophy. 
 
The Encyclopedia of Cognitive Science is somewhat comparable to the other major reference in the 
field, the MIT Encyclopedia of the Cognitive Sciences (MITECS).  In fact, the works have some 
similar articles by the same authors, e.g. “Chinese Room Argument” by John Searle, “Evolutionary 
Psychology” by John Tooby and Leda Cosmides, and “Meaning” by Kent Bach.  However, in such cases 
the articles are far from identical, and the contents of the encyclopedias vary significantly. MITECS is 
a single large volume comprised of almost 500 articles, which tend to be considerably shorter than 
those in Nature’s Encyclopedia of Cognitive Science.  MITECS is organized into six subject 
divisions, each with its own introductory essay: philosophy; psychology; neurosciences; computational 
intelligence; linguistics and language; and culture, cognition and evolution.  MITECS is available 
online through an institutional or individual subscription to MIT’s CogNet portal.  There seem to be no 
plans to launch Nature’s Encyclopedia of Cognitive Science online, although their Encyclopedia of 
Life Sciences is an excellent model of an online reference resource.   
 
There are some minor duplications and errors in the Contributors section of the Encyclopedia of 
Cognitive Sciences, which do not impact the usefulness of the book.  While the encyclopedia  is an 
outstanding reference work, its price ($950) will be prohibitive for many libraries, especially since 
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MITECS is a satisfactory and affordable alternative.  The Encyclopedia of Cognitive Science is 
highly recommended for research libraries. 
 
Science—Journals 
 
2822.  Journals of the Century, edited by Tony Stankus.  New York, NY, Haworth Information 
Press/Haworth Press, 2002.  506p., index.  ISBN 0-7890-1133-6, 0-7890-1134-4pbk.  $49.95, 
$29.95pbk.  LC Call no.: Z6944.S3J685 2002. 
 
Subjects: Scholarly Periodicals—Bibliography—Catalogs. 
 
Reviewer: Lynn C. Westney, Associate Reference Librarian, University of Illinois at Chicago Library, 
lynnhatt@uic.edu  
 
Table of Contents: 
Cluster I: The Helping Professions 

1. Journals of the Century in Social Work 9 
2. Journals of the Century in Education 19 
3. Journals of the Century in Psychology 29 
4. Journals of the Century in Sociology 45 
5. Journals of the Century in Library and Information Science 57 

Cluster II: Music, Museums, and Methodists 
6. Journals of the Century in Music 81 
7. Journals of the Century in the Visual Arts 115 
8. Journals of the Century in Anthropology and Archaeology 141 
9. Journals of the Century in Philosophy 151 
10. Journals of the Century in the American Religious Experience 173 

Cluster III: Business and Law  
11. Journals of the Century in Business and Economics 193 
12. Journals of the Century in Law 221 

Cluster IV: War and Peace 
13. Journals of the Century in Modern History 243 
14. Journals of the Century in Political Science and International Relations 271 
15. Journals of the Century in Military Affairs 289 

Cluster V: Physical Sciences and Engineering 
16. Journals of the Century in the Basic Sciences, Part I: Mathematics and the Physical 

Sciences 325 
17. Journals of the Century in Engineering and Computer Science 373 

Cluster VI: Life, Health, and Agriculture 
18. Journals of the Century in the Basic Sciences, Part II: Life Sciences 391 
19. Journals of the Century in Medicine and Surgery 413 
20. Journals of the Century in Pharmacy, Physical Therapy, and Nutrition 427 
21. Journals of the Century in Agriculture and Veterinary Medicine 443 

Index of Journal Titles 459 
Subject Index 493 
 
In this first of its kind book, twenty-one subject specialist librarians were invited to give their opinions 
of what each regarded as the most influential journals in their respective disciplines over the last 100 
years.  The result is a highly readable and informative book, which will be used especially by academic 
librarians in evaluating their serials collections. It will predictably be consulted by all librarians—public, 
special, and academic—when it comes to looking for an alternative to Bill Katz’s “Bible,” Magazines 
for Libraries (R. R. Bowker, 10th edition, 2000), Journals  of the Century has the wider potential of 
being of immense use to faculty who are looking for appropriate publication outlets or for faculty going 
through the tenure and promotion process.  It should serve as a resource guide for students, 
especially those interested in graduate school, who may be unfamiliar with “scholarly” journals per se 
but who possess more than a cursory curiosity about them.  
 
Written in essay format, all chapters are accompanied by excellent bibliographies.  Chapters vary in 
length and depth.  This is acceptable since the contributors were asked to be highly discriminating 
rather than all-inclusive.  In fact, the chapter on “Political Science and International Relations” 
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provides twelve previously published rankings of the top ten journals in these disciplines from the 
1960’s through 1994.  This information is available elsewhere but it was a nice touch to gather it 
together in one convenient place. 
 
Brief biographies of all contributing librarians are provided at the beginning of the book.  An index of 
all journal titles, which appear in Journals  of the Century, is a welcome addition.  There is also a 
general subject index. 
 
This book is reminiscent of Distinguished Classics of Reference Publishing (Oryx Press, 1992) 
which was a compilation of original essays describing “the past convulsions, present situations, and 
future prospects of thirty-one reference tools of enduring quality.”  The chapters in this book were 
commissioned specially and not previously published elsewhere. Unfortunately, this book is out-of-
print although it can be obtained from individual libraries and through the interlibrary loan process.   
 
It is necessary to note that all of the articles in Journals of the Century were published originally in 
the Haworth publication, The Serials Librarian, for which they were commissioned.  Thus, while this 
is a highly recommended acquisition for all academic libraries and especially for library and 
information science collections, it is not a necessary acquisition for those libraries, which subscribe to 
The Serials Librarian. 
 
Veterinary Science 
 
2823.  Duncan & Prasse’s Veterinary Laboratory Medicine: Clinical Pathology , 4th edition by 
Kenneth S. Latimer, Edward A. Mahaffey, Keith W. Prasse.  Ames, IA, Iowa State Press/Blackwell, 
2003.  450p., illus., bibliog., index.  ISBN 0-8138-2070-7.  $49.99.  LC Call no.: SF772.6.D86 2003. 
 
Subjects: Veterinary Clinical Pathology. 
 
Reviewer: Sanjaya Kumar, Research Scientist II, New York State Department of Health, 
sxk10@health.state.ny.us  
 
Table of Contents: 

1. Erythrocytes 3 
2. Leukocytes 46 
3. Hematopoietic Neoplasia 80 
4. Hemostasis 99 
5. Water, Electrolytes, and Acid Base 136 
6. Proteins, Lipids, and Carbohydrates 162 
7. Liver 193 
8. Digestive System 215 
9. Urinary System 231 
10. Muscle 260 
11. Endocrine System 270 
12. Cytology 304 
13. Quality Control, Test Validity, and Reference Values 331 

Case Studies 343 
Index 425 
 
Duncan & Prasse’s Veterinary Laboratory Medicine: Clinical Pathology fourth edition is a 
multiauthored edition with input from leading authors in veterinary clinical pathology. This book is an 
excellent resource of veterinary clinical pathology. With a simple yet effective outline format of each 
section, the editors have been able to provide very concise information. The simple format is helpful in 
quickly finding the relevant physiology, evaluation disorders, and disorders. The book stresses upon 
the need to understand the pathophysiology of the disorder rather than the specific disease. 
 
The editors use the problem solving approach to interpret clinical laboratory data and that is very 
helpful in cases where differential diagnosis is very important. Each chapter includes an updated 
reference list from various professional journals as well as textbooks. The diagrams and high-
resolution color photomicrographs are very detailed and make it easy to understand the development 
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of the specific disorder. This book covers the clinical pathology of small animals, large animals as well 
as birds.  
 
“Quality Control, Test Validity, and Reference Values” is a small but very useful chapter to understand 
the clinical relevance of test results. It includes information on how to interpret the test results and 
understand the differences in the sensitivity and specificity of the laboratory test.  
 
Last but not least, the Case Studies at the end of the book include 35 cases to further understand and 
practice the laboratory data interpretation concepts mentioned in the book. Each case represents a 
different signalment, presenting problem and laboratory data followed by an interpretation and 
summary. 
 
Duncan & Prasse’s Veterinary Laboratory Medicine: Clinical Pathology will be an excellent 
reference book for veterinary practitioners, clinical laboratories as well as students. The case studies 
section is helpful as a practice tool for the board certification examination. 
 
Veterinary Science—Dermatology 
 
2824.  BSAVA Manual of Small Animal Dermatology, 2nd edition edited by Aiden P. Foster, Carol 
S. Foil.  Ames, IA, British Small Animal Veterinary Association/Iowa State Press, 2003.  300p., color 
illus., bibliog., index.  ISBN 0-905214-58-7.  $113.19.  LC Call no.: SF901.M36 2003. 
 
Subjects: Veterinary Dermatology; Animals, Domestic; Skin Diseases—Veterinary. 
 
43 contributors. 
 
Reviewer: Beth Thomsett-Scott, Science Librarian, University of North Texas Science and Technology 
Library, bscott@library.unt.edu  
 
Table of Contents: 

1. Structure and Function of the Skin 1 
2. History, Examination and Initial Evaluation 11 
3. Investigative and Laboratory Techniques 20 
4. Dermatopathology 31 
5. An Approach to Pruritus 37 
6. An Approach to Keratinization (Cutaneous Scaling) Disorders 43 
7. An Approach to Pustules and Crusting Papules 50 
8. An Approach to Nodules and Draining Sinuses 55 
9. An Approach to Disorders of Pigmentation 66 
10. An Approach to Alopecia in the Cat 71 
11. An Approach to focal Alopecia in the Dog 77 
12. An Approach to Symmetrical Alopecia in the Dog 83 
13. An Approach to Facial Dermatoses 94 
14. An Approach to Otitis External and Otitis Media 104 
15. An Approach to Pododermatitis 112 
16. An Approach to Diseases of Claws and Claw Folds 116 
17. An Approach to Anal Sac Diseases 121 
18. Atopy and Adverse Food Reaction 125 
19. Flea Allergy and Flea Control 137 
20. Sarcoptic Mange, Cheyletiellosis and Trombiculosis 146 
21. Demodicosis 153 
22. Staphylococcal Pyoderma 159 
23. Dermatophytosis 169 
24. Malassezia Dermatitis 175 
25. Cutaneous Manifestations of Systemic Infections 181 
26. Pemphigus 189 
27. Blistering and Erosive Immune-Mediated Skin Disease 197 
28. Metabolic Dermatoses 206 
29. Actinic (Solar) Dermatoses 213 
30. Mast Cell Tumours 220 
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31. Acral Lick and Other Compulsive Disorders 229 
32. Eosinophilic Dermatoses 233 
33. Rabbits and Rodents 242 
34. Ferrets 252 
35. Birds 256 
36. Reptiles 269 
37. Amphibians 276 
38. Ornamental Fish 281 

Glossary 288 
Index 290 
 
This is a completely rewritten second edition that seeks to incorporate the rapid changes in the field of 
small animal dermatology that have occurred. This new edition is also easier to use than the previous 
edition. It contains four sections: a survey of animal dermatology and the interrelationship between 
clinical dermatology and dermatopathology; a problem-orientated approach to the common 
dermatological problems; a disease-orientated approach to the common dermatological issues; and 
dermatological problems of less common small animals, such as rabbits and ferrets. 
 
Important summary information is put in text boxes, and there is extensive use of clearly labeled 
tables, charts and figures. Numerous photographs assist the reader in understanding the text. Further 
readings are provided at the end of each chapter. An extensive index incorporating “see also” 
references is included. The glossary could have been enlarged to make it more useful to students in 
the field. 
 
Overall, a highly readable and useful item. Recommended for university and college libraries and 
veterinary clinics.    
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